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This document- flfills a part of the requirement listed in NASA/MSC
Contract NAS 9-11074, Exhibit "A", Statement of Work, Paragraph 5.0, Table
I, Item 5, "Engineering Test Reports". Specifically, this report covers
the design and test of the preliminary Engineering Test Unit of the 4-cell
module containing 100 A.H. Nickel-Cadmium cells.
Other reports to be issued under the above-named documentation item
include:
o Cell Development Test Report
o Battery Test Controller Report
Similar reports will be issued for the Parametric Cycle, Life Cycle, and
Development Test Module tests.
This report covers the following technical material concerning Battery
Module Development:
o Review of Requirements




Conclusions drawn from the effort to date, and recommendations for the direc-
tion of remaining and future effort are also incorporated.
2.0 OBJECTIVE
The engineering model of the four-cell 100 A.H. battery module was
fabricated and tested as an intermediate step in the design of qualifiable
flight hardware. Specific primary objectives to be accomplished included:
o Generation of thermal data as a check against design analysis
o Proof of mechanical (stress) adequacy of design
o Establishment of manufacturing procedures for the module
1
Other goals set for this effort included:
o Check-out and verification of test controllers and data acquisition
system preparatory to parametric cycle and life cycle testing
o Generation of electrical data showing rough-order-of-magnitude
dissipation, and voltage and pressure performance for 100 A.H. cells.
The module design was considered sufficiently flexible that information
established during the construction and test period could be used to modify
the design for the later Development Test Model. Indeed, this proved to be the
case, both thermally and mechanically as noted in 7.2.1.2 (elimination of
Kapton wrap and tightening cell dimension tolerances) and 6.2.3.1/7.5.1
(butt welded cell dividers).
3.0 SUIMARY
The work reported herein established the feasibility to design and build
a flight-worthy replaceable battery module consisting of four (4) 100 A.H.
Nickel-Cadmium rechargeable (secondary) cells for large manned space vehicles.
This module will weigh less than 43 pounds, will be fully maintainable in
a zero "g" environment by one man (without use of special tools), will be
temperature controlled by an active environmental control system (as presently
planned, and will be a building block for a battery complex with load capability
to at least 25 KW.
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4.0 REQUIREMETS, GROUND-RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
4.1 Thermal and Mechanical
The basic requirements used for module design are those called
out in 2.1.1, 3.2.a, and 3.2.b of the Statement of Work, Exhiit A
of NASA/MSC Contract NAS 9-11074.' Additionally, certain ground-
rules were applied as follows:
o Minimize weight, with 40 lb. as a design goal
o Minimize fabrication cost, assembly complexity
o Minimize cell-to-coolant thermal gradient
- Shortest path (least material minimizes weight)
- Smallest number of interface elements
o Avoid use of internal heat pipes unless no other practical
alternative exists
o Do not violate thermal control integrity by module removal/
insertion
- Coolant lines not to be parted
o Implementation of Line Replaceable Assembly (LRA) module
o Number of cells/module shall be four
The major assumptions and estimates used were:
o Worst case orbital average heat generation (dissipation) rate shall
be 16 watts/cell (See 5.2.2)
o Maximum internal cellpressure shall be:100 psig
o Capability required to incorporate instrumentation, monitor
circuits for functional control and/or diagnosis by simple,
external modification (See 3.2.c, Statement of Work)
4.2 Electrical
The functional requirements called out in 2.1.2, 3.2.a (25 KW
system), and 3.2.c (as required) of the Statement of Work formed the
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basis for the electrical design. Additional ground-rules and assump-
tions were:
o Insulate each cell from every other cell within the module; in order to
avoid cell-to-cell shorts via cell cases or through module
structure
o Maximum steady-state cell current((4 cells in seri) shall
be 100 amperes (C-rate)
4.3 Maintainability, Human Factors and Safety
Except for such references as that relating to pressure control
and inadvertent escape of electrolyte (3.2.b), the maintainability,
human factors and safety requirements of this design are implied
rather than explicitly stated in the Statement of Work. Conditions
for design, then, have been taken from the Grumman groposal, (nd have
been added to using information derived by coordination with
Grumman's ongoing Space Station study groap, and with the Space
Station Phase B study contractors (McDonnell-D6uglas, iorth American
Rockwell). The ground rules thereby obtained and used ~re:
o Minimize astronaut effort and time to repair/replace
- Minimize special training required
- Use captive mounting hardware
- Avoid loose hardware in zero "g"
o Minimize use of tools
- Avoid application of unbalanced forces
- Use no "special" tools
o Design for handling by one man
- Carrying handles
- Weight limit (40-45 lb. on earth)
- Maximum dimension limit (based on mass considerations)
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o Avoid generation of excessive gas pressure
- No venting pf gas (H2, 02) or electrolyte (KOH) to cabin
o Prevent shock hazard to astronaut
o Prevent damage to module from dropped tool
4.4 Miscellaneous Considerations
Several studies conducted, or in process, by Grumman and others
have shown the desirability to design for maximum physical compatibility
among the various electrical and electronic components used in
Space Station build-up. Thus, it was decided early that, ideally,
a complete battery with associated charge controller, circuit pro-
tection, and data handling equipment should be mounted together in
a rack. Among the in-house programs whose outputs affected the
module design in this way were:
o NASA/MSC Contract NAS 9-10411 - Evaluation of New Approaches
to Packaging of Power Assemblies for Use in a Space Environment
o NASA/MSFC Contract NAS 8-24690 - Development and Verification
Of Space Replaceable Housings and Packaging Criteria for
Electrical and Electronic Hardware
o NASA/MSFC Contract NAS 8-27775 - On-Board Monitoring and
Management of the Space Shuttle Electrical Power System
o Solid-State Power Management System - Grumman Advanced
Development Program
o Standard Modularized Power Conditioning Electronics - Grummn
Advanced Development Program
Additionally, technical interchanges with the Phase B Space Station
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o Potential safety and/or handling problems
5.1.1 Structural Materials
Candidates for the module structure were finally reduced to
three classes:
o Beryllium and its alloys((Lockallo-)
o Magnesium alloys
o Aluminum alloys
Of these, 6061-T6 aluminum was finally chosen based on the
properties described below, and shown in Table 5.1-1.
5.1.1.1 Lockalloy
The beryllium alloy seriously considered was .ockalloy, an
alloy of beryllium and aluminum. It combines the ductility of
aluminum with the high strength of beryllium, resulting in good
fabrication (machining, forming and welding) properties with a
; 6.
strength-to-density ratio only 28% below that of pure beryllium.
It exhibits the highest thermal conductivity-to-density ratio of
any structural material considered,k
The major disadvantages of Lockalloy are:
o Safety hazards in fabrication
o Limited availability in widely varied forms and sizes
o High cost
o Unknown and/or uncertain, corrosion properties
Berylliosis, a chronic, severe lung disease, can be caused by
inhalation of beryllium particles. These would be present during
apy machining or finishing operation, necessitating use of a controlled
environment and, possibly, excessively costly shielding for the
operator. Furthermore, Lockalloy is a fairly new material. As
such, many properties are unknown, and, even where data have been
published, changes are occurting constantly. This newness also results
in availability limitations of forms and sizes, and high:
cost noted above.
5.1.1.2 Magnesium Alloys
The alloys evaluated (as listed in Table 5.1-1) are available
in virtually all forms and sizes. Although lower in actual yield
strength and thermal conductivity than the others, magnesium alloys
have strength-to-density and thermal donductivity-to-density ratios
comparable to those of the aluminum group. Fabrication and welding
properties are generally good to excellent.
Major disadvantages are relatively poor corrosion
characteristics, and the high activity level of magnesium (electro-
motive potential is -1.6 V, placing it at the anodic end of the
galvanic series). The resultant requirements for special coatings
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(especially those below magnesium in the galvanic series) except
aluminum make these alloys difficult to handle. Among other reasons
for rejecting these alloys was the fact that the Lunar Module all-
welded battery module, fabricated from cast magnesium, had fatigue
failure problems.
5.1.1.3 Aluminum Alloys
While most aluminum alloys are more dense than either Lockalloy
or the magnesium materials, heat treatment yields strength-to-density
ratios similar to the latter, and often exceeding the former. Most
of these alloys have good to excellent workability and weldability
properties. Highly stable, adherent oxide films can be developed
by an anodizing process, and provide excellent corrosion resistance
and good dielectric properties, while retaining excellent thermal
conductivity (which is better than magnesium in any case). Galvanic
corrosion resistance is inherently high, since aluminum is less anodic
than magnesium, resulting in safe interfacing with a variety of
dissimilar metals.
The alloy chosen, 6061, in a T6 temper, exhibits an optimum
combination of high strength, good corrosion resistance, high thermal
conductivity, fair workability, and excellent weldability. Further-
more, a wealth of experience in handling this alloy is available,
both in-house and elsewhere. Finally, although untreated aluminum
is extremely susceptible to KOH (the electrolyte used in nickel-
cadmium cells), hard-coat anodizing will prevent any serious corrosion
problem from arising.
5.1.2 Encapsulants
The selected design utilizes a potting compound to encapsulate
the cells within .the module structure for two purposes:
o Provide h.gh heat transfer efficiency between cell and structure
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o Provide electrical insulation cell-to-cell to avoid intra-
modular shorts and consequent destruction of the cells
The chosen material must fill all voids between the cell case
and module structure, and, in addition have the following properties:
o Thermal conductivity >, 0.5 BTU/hr.-ft.-OF
o Viscosity < 30,000 centipoise (preferably less than 10,000
centipoise)
o Cure at 1100 F maximum
o Low outgassing and shrinkable
o Low coefficient of thermal expansion relative to aluminum
o Crew compatible, after curing, in a Space Station environment
Three candidate materials were subjected to detailed evaluation:
o Stycast 2850 FT (Emerson and Cuming Incorporated)
o Abletherm 7-3 (Ablestick Lab, Incorporated)
o Delta Cast 153 (Wakefi&ld Engineering, Incorporated)
Stycast 2850 FT was chosen based on its previous qualification
on the Lunar Module program, and the evaluation results noted below.
A Tixture and dummy cell were designed and fabridated
to develop a reliable encapsulation procedure.
This fixture, shown in
Figure 5.1-1, is a five-sided box made of clearplatic (plexiglas).
Sides and base are bolted together for each test, and may be dis-
assembled by unbolting. Mold release was used to coat the dumai
cell and fixture inner walls to permit evaluation of the encapsulant
after disassembly. Each compound and/or procedure was observed
through the transparent walls for such qualities as flovability,
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Both Stycast 2850 FT and Delta Cast 153 performed very well.
The former had good flow characteristics when catalyzed, outgassed
well, and had a pot life of at least 30 minutes (long enough for
the intended use). The Delta Cast was essentially identical.
Aside from the qualification for IM noted above, the following
reasons were used to justify selection of 2850 FT over Delta Cast 153:
o Flammability and outgassing requirements for manned space
use is already proven
o Actual data confirming thermal conductivity (0.5 BU/hr.-ft.-oF) is
already available
While the manufacturer claims the same characteristics for Delta
Cast 153, the claims are not currently supported by objective data
or experience in another manned space program.
Abletherm T-3 proved unacceptable. Pobt life was only 8 to 10
minutes when the material was mixed and handled in accordance with
the manufacturer's recommendations. This time was deemed insufficient
for the intended use.
5.1.3 Cell Interconnections
The material chosen was high conductivity copper in accordance
with Federal Standard QQ-C-576. The straps are nickel plated for
optimum corrosion protection per QQ-N-292 CL2, Type VI.
The only alternate considered was aluminum. This was rejected
as it could not be protected against KOH attack without some form
of oxide coating, which is an electrical insulator.
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5.2 Thermal Properties of Ni-Cd Cells
5;2.1 Physical Properties
A literature search was performed early in the program to determine
the thermal conductivity and specific heat of nickel-cadmium cells.
This information was needed to establish the cell thermal math mode;l
to be used in the packaging optimization studies (see Section 61),
Since much experimental work had already been done in this field by
other investigators, new testing under the scope of the present con-
tract was not contemplated. Instead, it was decided to determine
the magnitudes and variability of the numbers reported in the literature,
and investigate their effect on the package optimizations making
conservative assumptions wherever a choice was needed.
Table 5.2-1 (a) illustrates the range of thermal conductivity
values reported for 6 to 20 AH prismatic Ni-Cd cells.
As can be seen in the table, the variation from minimum to maximum is
considerable illustrating both the difficulty in obtaining accurate
test results and the variation of construction parameters from cell to
cell. No values for thermal conductivity in the terminal to cell
bottom direction are reported in the literature, due primarily to the
experimental difficulty caused by the presence of the terminal on the
cell's header. In the math model, it was assumed that the conductivity
in this direction was equal to that in the "parallel to the plates"
direction.
Table 5.2-1 (b) presents the range of values reported in the
literature for the average specific heat of Ni-Cd cells. As can be
seen, the reported values vary widely.
These large variations in the values reported for the thermal
properties of Ni-Cd cells represent one reason for deciding to
conduct the packaging optimization studies using steady state rather
13.
TABLE 5.2-1(a)




Direction Min. Max. Min.
Normal 0.0020 0. 0086 430%
Parallel 0.0055 0.126 2290%




Min. (cal/gm-oC) Max. (cal/gm-oC)
0.20 0.38
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than transient thermal analysis techniques.
5.2.2 Ni-Cd Heat Generation
Since the module design phase proceeded in parallel with the
cell development phase of the program, no actual calorimetric data
for 100 A-H size cells existed initially. It was decided to use
extrapolated OAO cell (20 A-H) characteristic data to estimate the
heat generation rates which could be expected from the 100 A-H cells.
Table 5.2-2 shows these average expected heat generation rates
during charge and discharge vs. depth of discharge and type of charge
control. Of particular interest is the 50% DOD, voltage limit charge
control case. This case was selected as the design point for packaging
optimization studies since it is at the most severe end of the operating
range thermally.
A calorimetric test program, included in the scope of the cell
development effort, was established to provide heat generation rate
data for the final design cells. These data will be incorporated into
Phase II of the module development program when they become available.
The rate at which heat is liberated during discharge corresponds
to a dark period of 36 minutes. The charge period is 58 minutes.
Since the selection of an optimum charge control scheme is another
parallel effort to the cell packaging phase of the program, estimates
for heat generation during charge were made for various generic types
of charge control. "Auxiliary Electrode Signal Cutoff" implies that
the signal from an auxiliary electrode is used to terminate charging
at a state of charge less than 100%, precluding any operation whatso-
ever in the overcharge region. Such a scheme, were it feasible,would re-
sult in the. .lowest heat generation during charge. "Auxiliary Electrode
Signal Limit" control implies that the signal from an auxiliary electrode
would be used to indicate that 100% state of charge has been reached.
This signal is presumed to be sensitive enough to limit operation in
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the overcharge regime to a minimum. "Voltage Limit" implies that a
predetermined maximum voltage vs. temperature and charge rate relationship
exists which will permit cutting the charge rate back in preset
increments Whenever the limit voltage is reached.
The last case was conservatively assumed for the thermal studies.
It was left to Phase II of the module development to re-examine this
assumption in light of the performance data on third electrode charge
control, which is expected to be available at that time.
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TABLE 5.2-2
Estimated 100 A-H Ni-Cd Cell Heat Generation
Characteristics
Depth of Q Discharge, Q Charge ,Watts
Discharge Watts Voltage Limit Auxiliary Signal Auxiliary Signal
Limit Cutoff
12 3.63 4.07 3.50 "0.
30 8.75 10.00 8.60 o.




The selected design is "Alternate Concept No. 2", Figure 6.1-19.(page 43).
This design meets the desired maximum cell temperature (68 0F) under
the thermal environment conditions shown in 6.1.1 below. Cell to cell
gradients are also minimized, and weight penalty attributable to thermal
control is less than 6 lb.. Approaches,analytic techniques and candi-
dates studied are given in 6.1.1 through 6.1.3 below.
6.1.1 Thermal Design Approach
The goal of the module's thermal design is to control the temperatures
of the cells to no lower than 320F (0oC) and no higher than 680F
(200C) over the entire range of electrical operating regimes and
thermal environments which can be expected in an Earth Orbital Space
Station,. In addition, the maximum variation of temperature among
the cells should be less than 80F (eoC).
The assumed module thermal environments were derived from Space
Station prime contractor studies and are summarized below:
a. Pressure: 0 to 14.7 psia
b. Air temperature: 65 to 750F
c. Bulkhead temperatares: 40 to 1050F
d. Active cooling for battery (water loop)
32oF (minimum)
400F (nominal)
55 0 F (maximum)
30 pounds per hour per module
e. Gravity field: 0 to 1 g
Of the items in the list above, both the maximum coolant temperature
and flow rate assumptions made for the study require further elaboration.
Working under the original terms set forth in its proposal, Grumman
proceeded with the design of the module assuming a maximum coolant
18.
temperature of 40 0F. Space Station studies at the time indicated
that this was the maximum steady-state temperature to be expected
in the battery portion of the ECLS system. Near the start of the study,
cognizant NASA personnel advised Grumnan that at this early stage of
the Space Station's development, a module which could tolerate a
wider range of acceptable inlet coolant temperatures would be more
desirable. A thirty-pound-per-hour flow rate and 550F inlet temperature
was selected as the worst case conditions to be assumed for the
purpose of a trade-off study of module design alternatives. 550F
was selected for two reasons:
a) it was the maximum coolant temperature which could be assumed
and still achieve a reasonable package design with a constraint
of 680F on the maximum cell temperature, and
b) it was a temperature which should be well within the capability
of the ECLS system.
'Thirty pounds was selected as a nominal design flow rate since it
was a value which kept the temperature rise in the coolant along the
direction of flow to a moderate level. If the modu e is considered
to be cooled by the averqge of the coolant inlet" and outlet temp-
eratures, it can be appreciated that too small a flow rate can cut
drastically into the 130F (680F-55 0F) available temperature gradient
between the hottest cell and the coolant inlet.) The implications of
these assumptions on the integration of the entire battery system
into the station's ECLS system will be presented in Section 8,0.
These environments were combined with the electrical operating
regimes to define "max. cold" and "max. hot" thermal conditions.
Briefly, the "max. cold" case considers the battery to be in standby
("floating"), with 32oF inlet coolant temperature and 400F bulkhead
temperatures. Under these conditions, the 320 F minm n cell temperature
19.
requirement is automatically met.
The "max. hot" case is the one which dictates the thermal
design of the module. The module is assumed to be cycling to a
discharge depth of 50% in a 14.7 psia, 750F air environment in a
1 "g" field. Surrounding bulkhead temperatures are assumed to be 105F
and the coolant to the module is 550F.
Presented below is a discussion of the trade-off study performed
to select the recommended module design. The analysis technique
used, the configurations examined and a comparison of the candidate
designs is included.
6.1.2 Thermal Analysis Technique
Maximum use was made of a Grumman developed thermal analysis
program, GTA-l. This is a Fortran IV program for the IBM 360/75
system for solving heat transfer problems by the "lumped parameter"
(nodal analysis) technique. In this method, one makes the assumption
that a heat transfer problem can be represented by an analogous
network of thermal conductors and thermal capacitors. Within this
network, the distributed heat capacitance of the object is concentrated
or t'lumped" at discrete nodes and the distributed conductance is
concentrated in discrete conductors connecting the nodes. Any area
which may be considered isothermal may be used as a node in such a
network.
The solution of a heat transfer problem is thus reduced to the
solution of its analogous network. The program performs a heat balance
on each node and uses the numerical method of forward differences to
determine the temperature distribution in the network at an incremental
time in the future based on the present temperatures and heat generation
sources within the network.
Depending on the problem requirements, one may obtain either a
temperature history of each node or only the final temperature dis-
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tribution. Hence, either "transient" or "steady state" heat transfer
problems can be treated.
The approach taken in the packaging study was to create an
analagous nodal network for each candidate configuration and in-
vestigate the effect on the cell case temperature distribution by
varying the thickness of various thermal paths. By taking advantage
of the symmetry of each configuration, only a fraction (typically )
of the four cell module required simulation. The math model given in
the figures described below is for one of the early packaging concepts
(subsequently discarded) but serves as an illustration of the method.
Figure 6.1-1 shows the portion of the module simulated by the
model. Figure 6.1-2 gives the detailed nodal breakdown used in the
analysis.
Nodes 1 through 6 represent the mass of one half cell #1
(excluding the case). The nodes are interconnected by thermal con-
ductors whose value is based on the values of cell conductivity
(parallel and normal to the plates) reported in the literature
(see Section 5.2). At first, both the maximum and minimum values of
conductivity were used to see their effect on the cell case
temperature distribution. Those values which produced the worst
distribution (minimum.reported conductivities) were conservatively
assumed in all later studies. The heat generated in the cell is
assumed to be distributed in nodes 1 through 6 in direct proportion
with their respective masses (nodes 1, 2 and 3 each represent 1/18 of the
cell, while nodes 4, 5 and 6 each represent one ninth of the cell).
Nodes 7 through 30 represent the 0.031 inch thick 304 stainless
steel cell case. The nodes are interconnected with conductors whose
values are based on the conductivity of 304 stainless as reported in
the literature. The case nodes are connected to the plate nodes by
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normal-to-the-plates cell conductivity. The heat path from the plates
to the cell header through the tabs, terminal, ceramic seal, etc.
was conservatively omitted.
Nodes 31 through 50 represent the aluminum conduction fin which
carries heat from the broad side of the cell to the sidewall of the
module. The nodes are interconnected by variable conductors whose
initial value is calculated based on a material conductivity of
100 Btu/(hr.-RFFt.)and material thickness of 0.025 inches. These
conductors are parametrically varied in subsequent runs by multiplying
the initial values by a constant; thereby effectively varying the fin
thickness. The fin nodes are connected to the cell case nodes by
conductors whose values simulate the conduction across a Kapton tape
and potting interface. A .001 inch layer of Kapton (k = 0.1 Btu/
(hr.-oF-f .)) and .050 inch thick layer of potting (k = 0.5 Btu/
(hr.-oF-ft.)) was assumed.
Nodes 51 through 100 are the corresponding cell, cell case,
and aluminum fin nodes for cell #2.
Nodes 101 through 112 represent the module's aluminum sidewall.
They are interconnected by variable conductors whose initial values
are based on a conductivity of 100 Btu/(hr.-o -ft.) and a thickness
of 0.050 inches. The thickness can parametrically be varied by
multiplying these conductors by constant values other than unity.
Nodes 200 through,204 represent the coolant (water) flowing in
the module's cold rails. Node 200 was assumed constant at 550F and
the flow rate was 15 pounds per hour per rail (design values).
Nodes 107 and 108 are connected, respectively, to nodes 201 and
203 by conductors representing the flange root to coolant conductance.
The design-value assumed for this conductance was 2.5(oF-i. )/watt.
It was decided that the large variance in the reported material
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property of Ni-Cd cells (cell conductivity, specific heat),and the
lack of data on the orbital heat generation rate characteristics of
100 A-H size cells made it inadvisable to attempt transient thermal
analyses of the candidate module configurations. Rather, a conserva-
tively estimated average orbital heat generation rate was assumed
(Section 5.2) and a steady state technique was utilized.
This approach permitted a comparison of the packaging designs
on a equal basis and the timely selection of a recommended design.
The assumption that a; conservatIve, stead~y state
analysis would be as stringent a requirement as a transient analysis
was later verified during thermal tests on the engineering module.
25.
6.1.3 Candidate Configurations
Both the limitations in allowable cell to coolant temperature
rise (130F), and the desirability of minimizing intra- and inter-cell
gradients within the module, limit the number of practical thermal
control schemes available. Presented below are the schemes most
seriously considered.
Figure 6.1-3 shows the original baseline design considered early
in the program (its nodal model was used as an illustration in 6.1.2).
Though only suitable for low temperature cooling (40F), and therefore
no longer an adequate concept, it does serve to illustrate a discussion
of the thermal problems which are confronted when attempting to package
large size cells.
As can be seen in Figure 6.1-3, the heat generated within each
of the four 100 A-H cells is transferred through the broad faces of
the cell (across a thermal interface composed of dielectric tape and
encapsulant material) to thermal fins adjacent to these faces.
This heat is then transferred along the thermal fins to the sidewalls
of the module (across a welded interface), along the sidewalls to
the mounting flanges, and from the mounting flanges (through a bolted
interface) to cold rails. In addition, part of the generated heat is
transferred from the narrow faces of the cell (across a thermal
interface composed of dielectric tape and encapsulant material)
directly to the .sidewalls. No use is made of the terminal (header)
and bottom ends of the cells since the thermal path length from these
surfaces to the cold rails is too long to be effective.
Using the analysis technique described in the preceding section,
Figures 6.1-4 through 6.1-9 were generated to illustrate the relative
contributions of the various thermal paths to the overall cell to
coolant temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.1-4 shows the effect of flow rate on the temperature rise
in the coolant from the inlet to the cold rail to a point halfway
down the cold rail (T 2 - T1 on Figure 6.1-3). It can readily be seen
that low flow rates can substantially cut into the total allowable
maximum cell to inlet coolant gradient. As mentioned earlier, a 30
pound per hour module flow rate was assumed.
Figure 6.1-5 shows the effect of flange and cold rail design
(as represented by the overall flange root to coolant unit thermal
resistance) on the flange root to coolant gradient (T - T2 in Figure
6.1-3). This resistance is a function of the flange dimensions, flange
material, flange flatness, flange surface roughness, bolt spacing,
bolting torque, interface material, cold rail flatness, cold rail
surface roughness, cold rail material, cold rail thickness, tube dia-
meter and internal tube extended surface design. Within the scope
of the present program, it was assumed that a LM type cold rail would
be used. Assuming a reoptimized .M cold rail, silicone grease inter-
face, flange flatness requirement of 0.010" per foot TIR, flange
roughness of 63 /inches, two-inch'bolt spacing, and bolt torque
of 35 in-pounds, a root to coolant resistance of .2.5OF-inch/watt
should be obtainable. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.1-5, even
a resistance of 2.5oF-inch/watt would result in a 100F root to coolant
gradient.
Figure 6.1-6 shows the effect of fin thickness and cell to side-
wall tolerance gap on the gradient between the center thermal fin
and the average flange root (T - T in Figure 6.1-3). In the analysis
it was assumed that the tolerance gap would be filled with a thermally
conductive (0.5 Btu/(hr.-ft.'-w)encapsulant material. As can be seen
in Figure 6.1-6, the difference between even a large filled gap and
any unfilled gap is quite substantial in terms of required fin thickness.
30.
Figure 6.1-7 shows the effect of sidewall thickness on the axial
gradient within the package. Assuming a 30 pound per hour flow rate,
the inlet to outlet coolant gradient (T - T in Figure 1) would be7 1
approximately oF. For very thin sidewalls, this would mean the
temperature variation from the inlet to outlet cell would be oF
(since conduction through the cell stack itself is poor). At lower
flow rates this cell to cell variation would become very large
(see Figure 6.1-4). However, as can be seen in Figure 6.1,7, the
percent of cell to cell gradient vs. coolant gradient rapidly falls
off with increasing sidewall thickness.
Figure 6.1-8 illustrates the effect of cell case distortion on the
maximum cell case to maximum thermal fin temperature gradient. The
design of the thermal fins is such that the thermal effect of small
variations in maximum overall cell thickness (broad face to bvoad
face) can be eliminated. The problem that cannot be avoided is the
residual distortion left in the face of a cell after welding and after
packaging (applying compressive load to the cell stack). This
distortion leaves gaps between the cell and fin which must be filled
with encapsulant material, which, at best, is a poor thermal conductor.
Figure 6.1-8 can thus be used to relate the degree of distortion in
the cell face to increase in cell temperature. This in turn can be
related to fin thickness (and weight) via Figure 6.1-6.
Figures 6.1-4 through 6.1-8 illustrate the effect of coolant flow
rate, flange and cold rail design, fin thickness, side wall thickness,
and dimensional tolerances on the thermal gradients within a battery
module. The figures are, to a small degree, an oversipplification
of the total effect of these parameters on the thermal gradients in
the package since there are actually second order interactions between
these parameters which have not been shown. For example, Figure 6.1-9
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illustrates the second order interaction of sidewall thickness on
the maximum fin to flange root gradient. This interaction was not
shown in Figure 6.1-6. Similarly, the assumptions made on cell thermal
conductivity have a small effect on the fin to flange gradient. A
study was conducted wherein the thermal conductivity was assumed to
vary by approximately 2300% in the parallel to plate direction
and 340% in the normal direction (based on variances of values re-
ported in the literature as described in Section 5.2) with very little
effect on the thermal gradient.
This baseline packaging scheme was adequate for relatively
low (i.e. 4 0oF) coolant inlet temperatures, but was not adaptable
to operation at higher (55 0 F) coolant temperatures. This lack of
compatibility with higher coolant temperatures is .due to the inherent
inability of a flange-cold rail mounting system to fulfill simultaneously
the requirements for high heat rejection rate per inch of rail (approx-
imately 4.5 watts/per inch in our baseline design) and small thermal
gradient from flange root to coolant. Even with a flange-root to
OF-inches
coolant resistance of 2.5 watt , an ll°F gradient would result
due to the baseline design's short contact length with the rail.
Since the flange root to coolant resistance is only one of five series
thermal paths between the coolant inlet and maximum cell temperature,
such a large gradient would make it impossible to maintain cell
temperatures below 689F with inlet coolant temperature as high as
55 0F.
Since a battery moduJe capable of accepting a wider range of coolant
temperature was desired, further development of the baseline design
was stopped and a study of alternate configurations was instituted.
Figure 6 .1-10a through 6 .1-10c illustrates several interesting
concepts first considered. In 6 .1-10a, although the flange to coolant
thermal path has been improved by doubling the length of the package,
the fact that heat is only removed through one broad face of
each cell would cause an undesirable temperature gradient to result
across the cell.
In 6.1-10b,, the length is again twice as long as in the baseline
design, but relatively thick (0.25 inch) thermal conduction fins
(when compared to other schemes) would be needed to meet the temperature
requirement.
6.l-lOc is a design similar in construction to the baseline,
except that the use of square planform 100 A-H Ni-Cd cells was con-
sidered. In addition to doubling the length of the package (and thus
reducing the watt density along the rail), the cell to sidewall contact
area more than doubled; increasing the proportion of hea . reqtly
entering the sidewall rather than taking the higher resistance path
along the thermal fin. Although detailed thermal analysis showed
this last design to be very attractive, it had to be dropped since:
a) it was based upon a type cell which had never been built, nor
funded for development; and b) other concepts appeared capable of
meeting the requirementt equally well.
Two configurations evolved which were worthy of detailed con-
sideration. These two are discussed below.
The first is a package geometrically similar to the baseline
design except that one entire surface is mounted to a flat cold plate.
This design is illustrated in Figure 6.1-11 and 6.1-12. The cells are
arranged broad side to broad side with thermal conduction plates between
them. The heat generated within a cell is transferred through its
broad sides, across a kapton tape and epoxy interface to the thermal
conduction plates (fins). The heat flows down the fins to the base
plate through a brazed or welded interface, and from the base plate
to the coolant across the cold plate to base plate interface. In
33.
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addition, some heat is transferred directly from the bottom face of
the cell to the baseplate, and from the narrow sides of the cell to
the sidewalls of the module and thence to the base plate.
Figures 6.1-13 through 6.1-18 show the contribution of each of
the thermal flow paths to the overall gradient between maximum
cell temperature and inlet coolant temperature. As can be seen in
the figures, the controlling thermal resistance is no longer at the
coolant interface (as in the baseline design), but is now from the
"top" of the thermal fin to the base plate (T - T). Assuming a
30 pound per hour flow rate; 300 Btu/(hr.-ft.2-F) baseplate to coolant
conductance, and a 0.050" epoxy filled gap between the fins and the
cell faces, a 50F (maximum) gradient in Figure 6.1-15 could be toler-
ated for a 550 F inlet coolant temperature (see Table 6.1-1). Because
of the large height of the cell (7.3 inches), a 0.25 inch fin and
0.25 inch baseplate thickness would be required to achieve so small
a temperature difference. The fin, base plate, and cold plate weight
required for thermal control (assuming 6061 aluminum) would be approx-
imately thirteen (13) pounds (Table 6.1-2)
The chief advantage of this design is that it is compact, almost
cubical in shape, minimizing the module's volume. It has two principal
disadvantages. The first is its relatively high thermal control
weight. (While the fin weight could be reduced to some extent by
the use of internal heat pipes in a honeycomb plate, this is not
presently recommended due to the orientation constraints thereby
imposed, and the added complexity and cost of module fabrication.)
The seconid, disadvantage is the large baseplate to cold plate surface
area (80 square inches) required for mounting. The larger a package's
critical thermal interface, the more its stringent flatness and roughness
requirements complicate its fabrication and increase its cost.
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Table 6.1-i
Flat Cold Plate Cooled Battery Module.:
Fin and Baselate Thickness Determination
T 2  = 3.5 oF (30 lb./hr. flow rate)1-2
ST2-3  = 2.0oF (300. BTU/hr.-ft.2 oF baseplate to coolant conductance)
T0.7F (20% of lT2)
T -6  1.10 F (0.050 in. (max.) fin to cell epoxy filled gap)5-6
7.3 0F (not including environmental input or i. T3-4 )
0.7F (10% tolerance to include environmental input)
Tsub-tot. 8. O°F (not including 4cT3_
T max. cell 680F (design requirement)
max. cell




-13.o-8.o 5.ooT3-4 (allowable) - 13.0-8.0 = 50
From Figure 4: Sidewall thickness 0.050" (6061 aluminum - structural
requirement)
Fin thickness = 0.250" (6061 aluminum)
Baseplate thickness = 0.250" (6061 aluminum)
4o0.
Table 6.1-2
Flat Cold Plate Cooled Battery Module:
Weight Determination
2
Asidewalls  2 x 7.3 x 1.95 x 4 = 114 in.
baseplate = 7.3 x 4 x 1.95 = 57 in.
Afins = 8 x 7.3 x 7.3 = 426 in.2fins
Wsidewalls = Asideall x sidewall thickness x 0.1 lb./in.3 (6061 aluminum)
Wsidewall = 114 x 0.050 x 0.1 = 0.6 Ibs.
Wfins = Ains x fin thickness x 0.1 lb./in. (6061 aluminum)Wfins fins
Wfins = 426 x 0.25 x 0.1 = 10.6 lb.
Wbaseplate = Abaseplate x baseplate thickness x 0.1 lb./in.3 (6061 aluminum)
baseplate = 57. x 0.25 x 0.1 = 1.4 lbs.
Wtotal = 0.6 + 10.6 + 1.4 = 12.6 lbs. (550F coolant inlet)




The second.packaging approach yields a long (30 inch), narrow
(3.5 inch) module, dubbed the "flat pack". The "flat pack" is a cold
rail mounted design, illustrated in Figure 6.1-19. The cells are
arranged four-in-line with their plates parallel to the cold rails.
The advantage of this geometry is that the contact length with the
cold rail represents a four fold increase over the baseline design.
The flange root to coolant temperature gradient is therefore
greatly reduced due to the lower watt density along the flange
In addition, no internal thermal ffins are required due to the direct
thermal path from the cell to the sidewall; and minimal sidewall thick-
nesses are needed since the flange is located midway up the plate stack.
Figures 6.1-20 through 6.1-24 show the contribution of each of
the thermal flow paths to the overall cell to inlet coolant temperature
gradient. Assuming a 30 pound per hour flow rate, 2.5 0 -in/watt'
flange root to coolant thermal resi±tance and a 0.050 Inch epoxy
filled gap between the cell face and module sidewall, a 3.60F (maximum)
temperature gradient between the cell face and module sidewall
could be allowed in Figure 6.1-22.(see Table 6.1-3). A 0.085"
sidewall thickness would be required to achieve this temperature
difference. The total thermal control weight attributable to
sidewalls, mounting flarnges and cold rails (assuming 6061 aluminum)
would be approximately 5.9 pounds (Table 6.1-4).
This design's principal advantages are
o Low thermal control weight (without the need for internal
heat pipes)
o Small thermal interface area (45 square inches).
It only potential disadvantage is the larger effective volume it requires
compared to a cubical geometry (approximately 850 vs. 650 cubic inches).
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"Flat Pack," Cold Rail Cooled Battery Module:
Weight Determination
A sid=ewall 2 x 7.5 x 4 x 7.3 = 440 in.2
W sideall5 = Asidewall x sidewall thickness x 0.1 lb./in.3 (6061 aluminum)
Wsidewalls = 440 x 0.085 x 0.1 = 3.7 lbs.
Wflanges = Flange width x flange thickness x length x 0.1 lb./in.3 (6061
aluminum)
Wflanges = 0.625 x 0.25x 2 x 30 x 0.1 = 0.93 lbs.
Wtotal = 3.7 + 0.9 =4.6 lbs. (550F coolant inlet)
cold rail = 0.5 lb./ft. x 30 in./ 12 i = 1.3 lbs
*Proposed Cold Rail:





"Flat Pack", Cold Rail Cooled Battery Module:
Required Sidewall Thickness Determination
T1- 2  3.50 F (30 lb./hr. flow rate)
T2-3 = 2.5 0 F (2.5 0F-in./watt flange root to coolant resistance)
T45 = 1.4F (40% of T 1-2)
T5-6 = 1.2°F (0.050 in. (max.) fin to cell epoxy filled gap)
8.5 0 F (not including environmental input or T )
0.80F (10% tolerance to include environmental input)
Tsub-tot. = 9.40 F (not including T3 4 )
Tmax. cell 6 8 oF (design requirement)
Tmax. inlet = 55 0F (design requirement)
coolant
Ttotal = 130F
T3- 4 (allowable) = 13.0 - 9.4 M
From Figure 4: Sidewall thickness = 0.085" (6061 aluminum)
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6.2 Mechanical Design
As stated in 6.1, the "flat pack" design was chosen. The par-
ticular version selected was the all welded structure shown in Figure
6.2.2. This configuration meets the structural requirements, is within
the weight limits, and is designed with the necessary thermal constraints
observed. Studies and analyses leading to this selection are described
in 6.2.1 through 6.2.3 below.
6.2.1 Mechanical Design Approach
In addition to the requirements, ground rules and assumptions
listed in 4.1, and the material properties constraints shown in 5.1.1
and 5.1.2, the following constraints were observed in studying the base-
line and later configurations:
o Minimize volume
o Minimize structural weight
o Constrain cells against 100 ppig operating pressure to
provide maximum safety margin consistent with other constraints
o Provide for the thermal properties given in 6.1
o Provide for module removal and replacement by one (1) man in
zero "g"
The initial baseline configuration (in parallel with the thermal





This design, shown in Figure 6.2-1, appeared, at first, to offer
a most attractive solution to the problem of a viable thermal design with
light weight and simple fabrication.
48.
The sidewall honeycomb sandwich was designed using 6061-T6
aluminum alloy, 0.080-inch thick inner face sheets (for thermal
requirements), and 0.020-inch thick outer skins. The inner and
outer sheets were to be adhesive bonded to epoxy impregnated fiber-
glass honeycomb core. A mounting flange, approximately located at
the cells' centers of gravity, was designed for welding or brazing
to the inner skin. This flange, of 0.25-inch 6061-T6 alloy, conducts
the heat from the inner skin to the cold rails.
Aluminum. kin honeycomb spacers were designed to be placed
between cells, and were to be held in place by structural bolts.
The latter also had the function of breaking up the beam length
of the flat pack (31 inches). Sides and bottom were to be fabricated
of thin sheet aluminum to retain the cell encapsulant. A fiber-
glass cover was provided for safety and-mechanical protection of the
cell terminals.
Flange mounting hardware was to be captive, quick release fasteners
spaced on two-inch centers for sufficient mechanical contact to provide
a high thermal conductance interface. Provision was made for bosses
on the module to accommodate detachable carrying handles. Calculated
weight of this design, including cells at 8.0 lb. each, was 42.9 lb.
A review of this design showed its inability to contain the 100 psig
maximum internal cell pressure in all directions.. This review demonstrated
the necessity to design a pressure vessel which would restrain the
cells on all six sides in order to provide adequate safety margins.
6.2.3 All-Welded Structure
This design, shown in Figures 6.2-2 and 6.2-3 (photo) is made
entirely of 6061-T6 Aluminum, except for the optional protective dust
cover. The case is fabricated in tine (9) parts:
o (2) Sidewalls and mounting flanges
49.
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o (2) End plates
o (1) Bottom plate
o (1) Top cover plate
o (3) Bulkheads (cell separators) with welding tabs
The entire assembly, except for the cover plate is tungsten inert
gas (TIG) seam welded together to form a unit structure. Following
this, weld integrity is verified by the dye penetration (Zy-Glo) method.
Fractures were found on the bulkhead tab welds in the engineering
model after proof test. Subsequent examination by metallurgical and
electron fractography techniques showed insufficient penetration of
the weld leading to an overload in the weld nugget itself. Details
of this analysis, and the resulting recommendations and fixes will be
found in 7..5 and 10.
6.2.3.1 Design Details
Experience gained from the Lunar Module (IM) program indicate that
launch stresses due to acceleration and vibration are not the lim-
iting factors in the structural design. The major load on the structure
is caused by the cell internal design pressure of 100 psig, and the
form factor is dictated by thermal considerations (6.1). Additional
considerations used were:
o Containment of ruptured cells
o Sizing to accommodate cell dimensional tolerances, and
achievement of reasonable manufacturing costs.
o Use of high thermal conductivity electrical insulation
between cells and case
o Corrosion protection of case materials
The sidewall/mounting flange parts were each fabricated from
a single plate using a numerically controlled mliling machine. The
walls use "T" section rib stiffeners for maximum strength with
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minimum weight. The mounting flanges were reima.ied after welding to
the following specifications:
o Surface -- 32 microinch
o Flatness.-- 0.010 per foot TIR
o Parallelism -- 0.005 per foot TIR
End plates and bottom plate were cut from standard stock, and the top
cover plate was fabricated from 0.19-inch thick material.
Provision is made in the mounting flanges to use fifteen (15) number
10-32 captive screws on two-inch centers to connect each flange to
the cold rails. The top cover plate is attached to the weldment
with thirty-two (32) number 8-32 screws' after the cells are id place and
dncapsulated.
The cell cavitiest internal surfaces were hard-eoat anomized in accordance
with MIL-A-8625, Type III. External surfaces were alodined to provide
both corrosion resistance and low thermal emissivity. The underside
of the top cover plate was also hard-coat anodized. It should be
noted that the oxide coating resulting from anodizing provides the
following benefits:
o Electrical insulation -- dielectric strength of 300 to 500
volts/mil
o High thermal conductivity surface
o Protection from KOH attack
The intercell connecting straps are made of nickel-plated copper,
0.090" thick x 0.625" wide (see 5.1.3). Each connector strap has
clearance holes for two #8-32 stainless steel screws for connection
to the cell terminals. These holes are on 3-inch centers. Each strap
has a stress relief loop in the center. The design considerations
used were,
o Maximum module steady-state current = 100 ampere
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o Maximum total voltage drop/module = 20 m V at 100 ampere
o Maximum total dissipation/module = 2 watt at 100 ampere
The strap design yields the following results:
o J = 1850 amp/in.2
o r = 4.94 x 106 .A/cm
o IR = 13 mV at 100 amp
o I 2 R = 1.3 watt at 100 amp
o Self-heating -- negligible at 100 ampere (t' 0.000090C/C)
The terminal design of the heater cells was such that tightening the
straps into place to achieve good connection caused a risk of putting
undesirable torque on the terminal and the cell-to-terminal seal.
Details of a redesign to eliminate this problem are given in 10.
A structural analysis was made on the engineering model. This
analysis is reported in detail in Appendix B.. The results are contained
in Table 6.2-1. To provide a minimum safety factor of 1.5, 150 psig
was used to calculate the margins noted in the table. As long as all
results are positive, minimum safety factor requirements are met.
The cell divider weld figure, the smallest shown, is for the present
stitch weld design. The ultimate design, shown in 10.,





Load Minimum Margin of
Condition Location and Description Safety Under Load
150 psig Cell divider stitch weld +0.06
Proposed cell divider butt weld (1) +1.6
Cold rail flange bending moment +0.94
Sidewall "T" stiffener +1.5
Sidewall membrane +0.3
End plate +2.6
End plate weld +7.8
Bottom plate +2.6
Bottom plate weld +18
Top cover bolts - shear stress (bolts) +0.9
Top cover bolts - shear out of cover +0.7
(1) As proposed in Section lQ.
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6.3 Electrical Design
The module design, using four (4) cells in series, has the following
electrical characteristics:
o Average Discharge Voltage = 4.8 volts (to 70% Soc)
o Maximum Charge Voltage (tentative)
- 6.04 volts at 200 C (68 0 F)
- 6.24 volts at 00C (320F)
o Total Energy Capacity ' 450 watt-hours
The above are based on the following current ratings:
o Maximum Charge Rate = C/1.2
o Maximum Steady-State Discharge Rate = C/1.2
Charging may be done at the individual module level, or with
several modules in series or parallel. While specific charge control
techniques and levels will be selected from subsequent parametric cycle
testing, the present scheme using constant current, step-programmed by
temperature modified voltage, and low-level floated by either compensated
ampere-hour or third (oxygen sensing) electrode signal, appears to be
highly efficient (see 8.3).
The module is capable of accepting cell monitoring and/or reconditioning
circuitry by minor modification to the top cover restraining plate.
Semiconductors and/or other components can be mounted by adding small
"L"-brackets, which can be bolted,hrasedor welded on to this plate.
Heat thereby added to the module is conducted across the top plate to
the sidewalls, and thence to the mounting flanges. Due to the potentially
high values of dissipation expected, however, implementation of this
method is doubtful.
6.4 Maintainability, Human Factors and Safety
The following demonstrates the manner in which various module
features implement the design ground rules of 4.3:
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1) Minimize Astronaut Effort and Time
a) No special training required to replace module. The astronaut
need only be shown:
- How and where to attach and detach carrying handles
- Location of captive mounting flange hardware
- How to disconnect module electrically
All are simple operations requiring no special tools.
2) Minimize Use of Tools
a) Screwdriver used for flange hardware
b) Two wrenches -- one in each hand -- used for electrical connection
hardware (balanced torque)
c) Handles snap in and out of bosses in sidewalls.
3) Design for One-Man Handling
a) Weight -. 45 lb.
b) Maximum Dimension = 30.25 inches
4) No Venting to Cabin
a) Cells are sealed
b) Modifications to dust cover permit maniflding to space
vent
5) Prevent Shock Hazard
a) Module voltage < 6.5 volts max.
b) Module case electrically isolated from cells
c) Dust cover prevents contact with terminals
6) Prevent Module Damage from Dropped Tool
a) Dust cover over terminals
Other design features enhancing maintainability and safety
include:
o No interruption of coolant lines. No violation of thermal control integ-
rity by module remoVal and/orsinwertion.
o Module capable of containing pressure to 150 psig with positive
safety margin -- restraint on all faces.
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7.0 MODULE TESTS
7.1 Thermal Evaluation Tests
7.1.1 Objective
The purpose of this test program was to demonstrate the adequacy of the
100 ampere-hour Ni-Cd battery module's thermal design in maintaining cell temper-
atures at acceptable levels (0.200 C, 32-689F) while operating at the extremes of
the design thermal environment and electrical operating regime. Additionally, the
test was to provide engineering data useful in evaluating particular design
problems in detail in an effort to further optimize the mechanical and thermal
packaging.
7.1.2 General Test Procedures
The test article consisted of four (4) 100 ampere-hour nickel cadmium cells,
each containing an internal resistive heater element, packaged in a module housing
of the recommended (i.e.: "flat pack") design. Figure 6.2-3 is a photograph
of the finished test articlezwith the top pressure plate not yet mounted.
The "heater" cells are described in AppendixS_ They were operated as resis-
tive heaters (known heat sources) during most of the testing, and charged and
discharged as actual storage cells during the remainder of the tests.
Each cell contained a pressure gauge on its header, through which the
internal cell pressure could be monitored and recorded.
Thermocouples were located on the individual cells prior to encapsulation and
on the module exterior prior to test (see Figures 7.1-1 and 7.1-2). These
and all other sensors were monitored and recorded continuously by the data system
during testing. Figure 7.1-3 shows the Hewlett Packard data system used for all
data acquisition.
All testing was performed in the Grumman Battery Laboratory, Plant 14.
The module was mounted on a pair of specially modified Lunar Module cold rails
through which conditioned coolant (water) was circulated. Figure 7.1-4 details
the modifications made to the LM cold rails. Figure 7.1-5 is a photograph showing
the module mounted on its cold rails. The inlet coolant temperature and flow
rate through the rails were controlled to predetermined values
with the aid of the constant temperature bath shown in Figure
7.1-5 and hose cocks on the inlet and outlet lines. All fluid system
parameters (inlet and outlet coolant temperatures and flow rate)
were monitored and recorded continuously.
The module was tested under conditions simulating the
hot design case (maximum coolant inlet temperature, minimum flow
rate, maximum ambient temperatures, 50% DOD, voltage limit charge
control) and the cold design case (minimum coolant inlet temper-
ature, maximum flow rate, minimum ambient temperature, 12% DOD,
auxiliary electrode charge control). In the above tests, the
cells were operated as heaters whose input powers simulated the
estimated heat generation rates for the above conditions.
In addition to the runs described, the hot, cold and nominal
(30% DOD) design cases were repeated by actually charging and
discharging the test cells rather than using them as heaters.
During these "live" cell runs, the cold case was imperfectly
simulated as voltage limit charge control was used.
7.1.3 Instrumentation
The test instrumentation allocation is described
below.
7.1.3.1 Thermocouples
A. Cells (see Figure 7.1-6)
Cells #19 and #31: 18 (9 each)
Cells #20 and #30: 4 (2 each)
B. Module Sidewalls (see Figure 7.1-7)
7 (13 on Side A, 4 on Side B)
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D. Intercell Spacers (see Figure 7.1-7)
1 on spacer #1 facing Cell #19
1 on spacer #3 facing Cell #31
2 total
E. Fiange Root (see Figure 7.1-8)
16 (8 per flange)
F. Total Thermocouples on Module: 59
G. Thermocouples on Cooling System (see Figure 7.1-9)
1 pump outlet
2 cold rail inlets
2 cold rail outlets
2 thermopiles (outlets minus inlets)
H. Akbient Air
2 thermocouples at opposite ends of module
All thermocouples were fabricated in the Grumman Thermodynamics
Laboratory. They were all 0.005 inch diameter (36 ga) copper-
constantan with a one-mil teflon coating; cut to three foot lengths
from the same spools of wire. The beads were formed by heliarc
welding.
7.1.3.2 Other Instrumentation
A) 4 cell terminal voltages
B) 1 module terminal voltage
C) 1 module current
D) 4 heater voltages
E) 4 heater currents
F) Each cell's pressure was manually recorded from the gauge
on its header




THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS ON HEATER CELLS
.. ... . . -"Side B
S00 0 o oO oa 0 0 O~ oO
Side A
Cell #19 Cell #20 Cell #30 Cell #31
Cells #19, #31: 18 thermocouples (9 on each cell)
1 on terminal (adjacent to
Cells #20 and #30) - #71, #167
5 on Side A 1 on Side B - #79, #175
f6j ." 4-n4 r6q 1 on Side (adjacent to
5 M I6ldo Cells #20 and #30) - #69, #165
1,75" *g?,*14s
-
H .'7'A 1 on Bottom - #70, #166
Cells #20, #30: 4 thermocouples (2 on each cell)
Son Side B - #83, #179
1 on Side A - #81, #177
* All thermocouples under the Kapton wrap which covers the five major sides of the cell.
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Figure 7.1-7'
THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS ON WALLS OF MODULE CONTAINER
Spacer #1 Spacer #3
L91- U 3-O LCL L4Side B
Bottom
Side A
Side A: 13 thermocouples
Exterior View
Cell #19 Cell #20 Cell #30 Cell #31
#76 *2
073 #2 *74 82 1* #O79 *16 *7o
Side B: 4 thermocouples
Exterior View
Cell #31 Cell #30 Cell #20 Cell #19
# 176 # 4190 0 9o
Bottom: 2 thermocouples Exterior View
Cell 19 Cell #20 Cell #30 Cell 31
Spacers:, 2 thermocouples
One (1) on spacer #1 facing Cell #19-#77
One (1) on spacer #3 facing Cell #31-#173
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Figure 7.1-8
THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS ON MODULE MOUNTING FLANGES
16 Thermocouples (8 on each flange)
Side B
o lo,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0
69 @ ® @ * **
)00oo floZ # 103 _ ____ 1_6 _ /_
Cell #19 Cell #20 Cell #30 Cell #31
:P 6 #9 # i 1 2 l










Flow Controller Cold Rail #1
V/ #105 #107
Battery Module Flow Balancer
#106 - #108








3 thermocoduples on inlet coolant (1 common, 2 individual)
2 thermocouples on outlet coolant (2 individual)
2 thermopiles (outlet minus inlet on each coolant leg).
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H) Flow rates were monitored by periodically weighing the
effluent from each cold rail in a given time period.
Adjustments to the total flow were made with a hose-cock
on the common inlet tubing, and adjustments in flow




7.1.3.4 Data System Channel A4locations
See Table 7.1-2
7.1.4 Test Control Circuitry
The "heater" tests .(Runs 3-9, 7.1.5 below) were run using
individually controlled constant current sources for each cell
heater. A schematic for one of these sources is shown in Figure
7.1-10. In the' figure, the heater current is monitored in a 20
ampere, 50 mV shunt. The signal across this shunt is compared to
a buffered reference voltage tapped from a 0.100 volt source.
Comparison and voltage amplification is accomplished in differ-
encing amplifier A2 and the following two (2) NPN transistor stages.
Heater current level is directly controlled by the 2N174A power
transistors. The 50K, multiturn potentiometer acts as a current
level adjustment by varying the actual reference voltage used.
The selected currents were:
o Hot case -- 16 watts/cell -- 20ampere
o Cold case -- 3.9 watts/cell -- 9.88 ampere
based on a heater resistance 'nominal of 0.04 ohm. Actual values
for each heater were subject to minor adjustment to allow for
tolerance variation and dirft.
The "live cell" tests (Runs 10 through 17) were made using




Item # Description Manufacturer Model // # Requirei
1 200 (3wwira) channel, Data Acquis- Hewlett-Packard 2012B (I)ition System
2 Heater Power Supply, 40 V, 125 amp Sorensen DCR40-125A (1)
3 Module Power Supply, 1O0aiamp, Sorensen SRL-10-100A ()
10 volt
4 Discharge/Charge Control Circuitry Grumman (1)
5 Heater Power Control Circuitry Grumman (1)
6 6 Refrigerated/Heated Constant Lab-Line 3324 -x (1)
Temperature Bath (Reservoir) Instruments
7 Temperature Regulator 3202 (1)
8 50 Channel, Copper-Constantin, 00C Jos. Kaye & Co. (2)Reference Junction
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Table 7.1-2
Data System Channel Allocations
Data Channel l_ Scale Type Measurement Description
60 100 MV Temperature Spare Channel62 Spare Channel62 Room temperature, outlet end63 Cell #19 side A, center
64 (a)*Cell119, side A, left65 Spare
Cell #19, side A, right67 Cell #19, side A, lower
68 Cell #19, side A, upper
69 Cell #19, r MV side adj. to Cell#2(
70 Cell #19, bottom
71 Cell #19, neg. terminal72 Side A, opposite #6373 Side A, opposite #6474 Side A, opposite #6675 Side A, opposite #6776 Side A, opposite #68
77 (a)*Space #, opposite #6978 Bttom, opposite #7079 Cell #19, side B, center
81 Side B, opposite #79
81 Cell #20, side A, center
Side A, opposite #8183 Cell #20, side B, center85 Side B, opposite #8385 Side A, temperature of 200
temperature sensing resistor
Side A, flange root, end bolt ajd..
to cell #1987 Side A, Flange root, 1" in from #8688 Side A, flange root, center of #1989 Side A, Flange root, center of #20100 Side B, flange root, end bolt adj.
to cell #19101 1
102 Side B, flange root, 1" in from #100
103 Side B, flange root, center of #19
104 Side B, fiange root, center of #20
104 (b) Pump outlet
105 Rail #1 inlet (battery Side A
Rail #2 inlet (battery Side B)
107 (c) Rail #1 outlet (battery side A)
108 Rail #2 outlet (battery Side B)109 Spare110 Cu-Cm thermopile #1 (rail #1)
111 100 MV Temperature Cu-CM thermopile #2 (rail #2)112 Shunt Voltage Heater current, cell #19113 Heater current, cell #20114 Heater current, cell #30115 Heater current, cell #31116 alibration Shorted channel




Data Channel # Scale Type Measurement Description
119 lov Voltage Heater voltage, cell #19
120 Heater voltage, cell #20
121 Heater voltage, cell #30
122 Heater voltage, cell #31123 Terminal voltage, cell #31124 Terminal voltage, cell #30
125 Terminal voltage, cell #20
126 Terminal voltage, cell #19127 String current
128 Shorted channel (calibration)
129 10V Voltage Module voltage
160 100 MV Temperature *Cell #31, aide A, center
161 *Cell #31, side A, left
162 Cell #31, side A, right
163 Cell #31, side A, lower
164 Cell #31, side B, upper
165 Cell #31, narrow side adj. to cell-#3t166 Cell #31, bottom
167 Cell #31, pos. terminal168 Side A, opposite #160
169 Side A, opposite #161
170 Side A, opposite #162
171 Side A, opposite #163
172 Side A, opposite #164
173. Spacer #3, opposite #165
174 Bottom, opposite #166
175 Cell #31, side B, center
176 Side .B, opposite #175
177 Cell #30, side A, center
178 Side A, opposite #178
179 Cell #30,.side B, center
180 Side B, opposite #179
181 Side A, flange root, center of #30182 Side A, flange root, center of #31183 Side A, flange root, 1" in from end
bottom adj. to cell #31184 Side A, flange root, end bolt adj.
to cell #31
185 Side B, flange root, center cell #30186 Side B, flange root, center of 31187 Side B, flange root, lu in from end
bolt adj. to cell #31
188 Side B, flange root, end bolt
adj. to cell #31
189 100 MV Temperature Room temperature, inlet end
190 Inte~tnl Calibration
191 Internal Calibration
a) Thermocouples number 64, 77, 160 and 161 (all within the module)were found to be
open circuited after fabrication. These channels were shorted at the reference junction
input hence they read room temperature.
b) Thermocouple #104 was accidentally open circuited after run # 9 and not-replaced




c) Thermocouple #107 was accidentally lost while repairing a leak in the coolant
loop prior to run # 10 . It could not be conveniently shorted out and was
left open circuited.
d) Channels 60 through 109 on reference junction #1, channels 160ithrough 189 on
reference junction 2.
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has been previously described in detail in Monthly Progress Reports,
a block diagram showing the electrical test set up is included as
Figure 7.1-11. In this diagram, the functional interrelationships
of the various elements is clearly demonstrated as follows:
a) The test begins with the module's cells fully charged
b) When bias power is applied, and a manual RESET command is
issued, contactors K1 and K2 will be closed, placing the
system in CHARGE mode until the next timing pulse occurs.
c) The next timing pulse (count 1--generated by the relay
closure in the DDAS, and.buffered by the "Relay Logic
Interface") causes a DISCHARGE command to be issued by
the "Counter-Coincidence Gates" block. This starts a
chain of events which result in the opening of K1 and K2,
and the closing of K3 and K4, configuring in DISC1IRGE
mode.
d) DISCHAMGE mode continues until count 37 is reached (36-
minute interval), at which time a CHARGE command is issued.
K3 and K4 open, K1 and K2 close, and CHARGE mode is
enabled.
e) At count 94, the counter is reset to zero. At the next
pulse, count 1, the cycle repeats.
f) In the DISCHARGE mode, the discharge-side reference portion
of the "Charge-Discharge Current Control" controls the
main power current. The value of this current -- set
by precision resistor networks on plug-in sub-boards --
depends on the desired depth of discharge, and is as
follows.:
12% DOD -- 20 amperes (0/5)
30% DOD -- 50 amperes (0/2)
50% DOD -- 83.3 amperes (C/1.2)
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For this mode, the "Volt-Temp. Detector" is inoperative.
Control is exerted through the current programming
terminals of the "Charge-Discharge Power Supply".
g) In the CHARGE mode, operation always begins at 83.3
amperes (C/1.2). When the "Volt-Temp. Detector" senses
that the module voltage has reached its preset limit, the
current is stepped down to 50 amperes (0/2), resulting in
a reduction of module voltage. When module voltage
again rises to limit, current is reduced to 20 amperes
(0/5); and the last reduction is to 5 amperes (C/20).
The module voltage limit during charge is a linear relationship
between the following two points:
o0c -- 6.24 volts (1.56 v/cell av.)
200 C -- 6.04 volts (1.51 V/cell av.)
This relationship is established by mixing the resistance
change of the positive temperature coefficient (PTC) resistor
(mounted'on the module) with the sensed voltage.
It should be noted that, in the process of eliminating various
"bugs" from the original Test Controller design, considerable
condensation and simplification has occurred. The final design,
to be reported fully elsewhere, is a simple, reliable system,
requiring only the safety circuitry (for fail-safe unattended
operation) to be complete. A further simplification will be made
by using the DAS's time signal instead of the relay closure for
future tests.
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7.1i5 Test Run Log
un # Date Type Run Description
11 June 1971 Checkout Unpowered coolant/data system checkout
15 June 1971 Checkout Heater control circuit checkout
16 June 1971 Heater 16 watts per cell (50% DpD simulation),
550F coolant inlet, 15 lb. (hr. rail) flow
rate. Cells evacuated, all mounting bolts
secured.
A 17 June 1971 Heater 16 watts per cell (50% DOD simulation),
550F coolant inlet, 15 '.b/(hr-rail) flow rate.
Cell pressurized with ,or.three. cycles;
100 pig for 8 mrniites, 'psUg for 36 minutes
B 17 June 1971 Heater Reeat of run #4A ek;ceet 150 lb/(hr-rail) flow
rate
18 June 1971 Heater 3.9 watts per cell (12% DOD flmulation),
R°F coolant inlet, 150 ib./(hr-rail) flow rate.
Cells at 0 psig N2,
22 June 1971 Heater 16 watts per cell (50% DOD simulation), 55 F
coolant inlet, 15 lb/(hr-rail) flow rate. Cells
at 0 peig' N2.
.23 June 1971 Heater Repeat of run #6 with cells evacuated.
B 23 June 1971 Heater Repeat of run #T7A with 150 lb/(hr-rail)
flow rate
24 June 1971 Heater Repeat of run #7A with two pass cooling
configuration
25 June 1971 Heater Repeat of run #8
) .20 August 1971 Checkout Checkout of orbital control circuitry
L 24 August 1971 Live 4-50%DOD eycle, 55~F boolant inlet, 15 lb/(hr-rail)
25 August 1971 Live Repeat of run #11 with 5 complete orbits
27 August 1971 Live 4-12% DOD cycles, 32oF coolant inlet, 25 lb/(hr-rail)
flow rate
1 Sept. 1971 Live 5-30% DOD cycles, 45F coolant inlet, 15 lb/(hr-rail)
flow rate
3 Sept. 1971 Live Same as run #14 with 6 orbital cycles.
S 9 Spti 1971 Checkout Checkout of 12% DOD controls
10 Sept. 1971 Live Repeat of run #13 with 6 orbital cycles.
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7.2 Heater Test Results
7.2.1 Heater Test Series
Test runs 1 through 9 comprise-the heater powered series of runs.
Each of these is described in 7.2.1.1 below, and the pertinent data
from each is presented. A discussion of the data is found in 7.2.1.2.
7.2.1.1 Heater Test Data
Runs #1 and #2;
Runs number 1 and 2 were checkout runs in which the proper
operation of the control circuitry, instrumentation, data acquisition
system and the cooling system were verified. No data is presented
for these two runs.
Run #3;
In run number 3, the insulated, unpowered module was supplied
with 550F coolant (water) at a flow rate of 15 pounds per hour per
cold rail. All mounting bolts were secured and only one coolant passage
per cold rail was active. The temperatures in the system were
monitored until stabilization had occurred. Figure 7.2-1 is a
temperature map of all the module and coolant system thermocouples
following stabilization. As can be seen in the figure, there is a 1F
temperature rise in the coolant reflecting the environmental heat leak
into the system. The module thermocouples show that near isothermal
conditions exist throughout the module.
Following unpowered stabilization, power was supplied to Each heater
at a nominal rate of 16 watts per cell until equilibrium was re-established.
Figure 7.2-2 shows the total power to the module vs. time beginning
with the time power was initially applied. The figure also shows
the change in temperature of a selected thermocouple (#85,-- the temp-
erature sensing resistor's (TSR) temperature) from which one may see when
equilibrium was achieved, and the variation of inlet coolant temperature
during the run.,
Figure 7.2-3 is a temperature map of the module at "powered equilibrium".
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MODULE STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION RUE NO1. 3
SIDE A SIDE B
CELL Cell #19 Cell #20 Cell #30 Cell #31 Cell #31 Cell #30 Cell L#20  Cell /19
CASE
TEMPERATURES 5,5 'X x
5'C,2 5 54 *6,0 55, -55 7f,5 '9 Zo 7
CAIEQ -,TER T6,5
TE'?OE;1ATUdiX
5%d %.I_ 5o 5.o ,55,s ,-s 5, 5,5A
X"X
FLANGE
ROOT 55' 5 4o 5.7 * . ,.7 5_ 
TEIaPERATURES
COA ,T
.d T5, 5 AT = o,9 f55,1,O aT = 0,9
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MODULE STEADY STATE TEPERATURE DISTRIBUTION RUN NU. 3
SIDE A 
. SIDE B








,o . bs. 45,1 ,, . ,o ,t, s 59, 5 5,q 6.2 Tq,
x x x x
62.o 67,
FLANGE
ROOT 65,5 ,5 62.7 o 9. 58. 5092 '5.2 6i7 62. t.7 C 7
TEMPERATURES 6Y * 5% 6q
COOLAIT
TEiiTATU': 63.o AT = 79 55.1 .5,o 2T =7T = .2
F G '- ' . 7.,-
Figure 7.2-4 is a plot of coolant temperature, flange root
temperature, center cell face (cell reference) temperature, max-
imum cell temperature (top of broad face), and center of cell
face temperature versus distance along the module.
Following stabilization, power to the heaters was cut and
the module allowed to re-stabilize at the coolant temperatures.
Figure 7.2-2 also contains a plot of the TSR and coolant inlet
temperatures from the time heater power was interrupted. This
data was used to determine the thermal time constant for the system.
Runs #4A and # 4 B
Run number 4A was a repeat of run #3 with the exception that
the intercell connectors were installed prior to the test, and
the pressure in the cells was cycled from 0 to 100 psig with dry
nitrogen.
Equilibrium conditions on the unpowered module were first
established at a coolant inlet temperature of 550F and a flow
rate of 15 pounds per hour per rail. Figure 7.2-5 is a temperature
map of the module prior to the applidatidn of heater power.
Power was then supplied to the heaters at a nominal rate of
16 watts per cell. Figure 7.2-6 shows the response of thermocouple
#85 vs. time for the powered portion of the run. Additionally,
the inlet coolant temperature and power: input to the module are
plotted vs. time. The cell pressurization schedule is superimposed
on the timeline.
Figure 7.2-7 is a temperature mqp of the module after equil-
ibrium had been reached. Figure 7.2-8 is a plot of coolant
temperature, flange root temperature, cell reference temperature
and maximum cell temperature vs. distance along the module.
Run #4B was a repetition of 4A, except flow rate to the
84.
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MODULE STEADY STATE TE2PERATURE DISTRIBUTION RUu :v. 4A
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module was increased to the maximum achievable with the pumping
system. The maximum flow rate was 300 pounds per hour (150 lb/hr-rail).
The power input, inlet coolant temperature and TSR temperature
are shown plotted against time in Figure 7.2-6.
Figure 7.2-9 is a temperature map,of the module follow-
ing equilibration at the 16 watt per cell, 300 pound per hour
condition. Figure 7.2-10 is a plot of coolant, flange root,
cell reference and maximum cell temperature vs. distance along
the module.
Figure 7.2-6 also contains a plot of the TSR and inlet coolant
temperature vs. time follbwing interruption of heater power to the
cells.
Run #5
Run number 5 was conducted on the insulated module at an
inlet coolant temperature of 32oF; a high flow rate (approx-
imately 150 pounds per hour per rail); and a heater input of 3.9
watts per cell. This run simulated the cold design case (12%
depth of discharge).
Figure 7.2-11 shows a temperature map of the module at equil-
ibrium prior to the application of heater power.
Figure 7.2-12 shows the TSR temperature, power input to the
heaters, and the inlet coolant temperature profiles during the run.
Figure 7.2-13 is a temperature map of the module at equil-
ibrium while powered; while Figure 7.2-14 is a plot of coolant
temperature, flange root temperature, cell reference temperature
and maximum cell temperature vs. distance along the module.
The temperature decay of the system following cessation of
heater power was not monitored.
Prior to run number 6, the captive bolts holding the module
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MODULE STEADY STATE TEIPERATURE DISTRIBUTION RIUE 11 4B
SIDE A SIDE B
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to the cold rail were all opened and the module was unseated. The
module was then reseated on its rails and every other bolt torqued
down. The bolt to bolt span was thus increased from 2 to 4 inches.
In this run, power was supplied to the cell's heaters without
first equilibrating the module to the coolant temperatures. The
module was supplied with coolant at a flow rate of 15 pounds per
hour per rail at an inlet temperature of 55OF. The heaters were
powered at 16 watts each.
Figure 7.2-15 shows the power, TSR temperature and inlet
coolant temperature profiles for the run. As can be seen
from the TSR temperature repose, true thermal equilibrium was
not achieved; therefore no temperature map is supplied for the
run. The run was repeated the following day (Run #7A).
Runs 7A and 7B
Run 7A is a repeat of run #6. Figure 7.2-16 is a mp
showing the temperature distribution within the module prior
to the powered portion of run 7A.
Figure 7.2-17 shows the TSR, inlet coolant and power profiles
during the run. As can be seen, thermal equilibrium was achieved.
Figure 7.2-18 is a temperature map of the module at equilibrium
while powered and while cooled with a flow of 15 pounds per hour
per rail.
Figure 7.2-19 shows the coolant temperature, flange root
tenperature, cell reference temperature and maximum cell temperature
profiles along the.module at equilibrium.
Run 7B was a continuation of 7A in which flow rate to the
module was increased from a total of 30 pounds per hour to .pproximately
300 pounds per hour.
The TSR, inlet coolant, and power profiles for run 7B are
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MODULE STEADY STATE TEPERATURE DISTRIBUTION RU NO. 7A
SIDE A SIDE B
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shown in Figure 7.2-17.
A temperature map of the module following stabilization at
the 300 pound per hour flow rate is shown in Figure 7.2-20.
Figure 7.2-21 shows the variation of coolant, flange root,
cell reference and maximum cell temperatures along the module
at equilibrium.
The temperature decay of the system following interruption
of power was not monitored.
Run #8
Prior to run number 8, the cooling system was reconfigured
from a "one-pass" to a "two-pass" system. The sketch below
shows a cross-section of the cold rail to which the module was
mounted.
In previous runs, coolant was run through the first passage
only. In this run, the effluent coolant from the first passage
was brought back to the inlet of the second passage and run through
again.
The flow rate, as before was 15 pounds per hour per rail,
and the inlet temperature was 550F. The cells were powered at
16 watts each.
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As can be seen from the response of the TSR in Figure 7.2-22,
equilibrium had not quite been achieved when the run was terminated.
The run was therefore repeated the next day (run #9).
Run number 9 was a repeat of two pass cooling condition
conducted in run number 8.
Figure 7.2-23 is a temperature map of the module prior to
power-up.
Figure 7.2-24 shows the TSR, inlet coolant and heater power
profiles for the run. As canbo seen, equilibrium was achieved.
Figure 7.2-25 is a temperature map of the module under load
at equilibrium.
Figure 7.2-26 shows the variation of coolant temperature,
flange root temperature, cell reference temperature and maximum
cell temperature along the module's length.
Figure 7.2-24 also contains a plot of the tiPperature decay
of the TSR following interruption of power to the module.
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7.2.1.2 Discussion of Heater Test Results
The basic purpose of the heater cell tests was comparison
of the expected temperature distribution and levels within the
module (from analysis) with actual values measured during test. In
order to do this reference must be made to the sketch below where





In the sketch, T6 represents the maximi cell acee temperature
in the module. The design goal was maintenance of T6 below 680F
for a coolant inlet tempe ttrecofA5 ,a flow rate of 15 pounds
per hour per rail, and a total heat generation rate of 64 watts.
112.
Runs #3 and #4A simulated this design case. Run #7 was made
to the same conditions with the single exception that the module
was secured to the cold rails by every other mounting belt (a
4-inch rather than 8 2-inch bolt spacing),
Run #9, in which two-pass cooling at 15 lb./hr. per rail was
demonstrated is included in the comparison.
Table 7.2-1 below compares the predicted temperature gradients
with those demonstrated during testing.
As can be seen from an inspection of Table 7.2-1, the differ-
ence between the maximum cell face temperature in run 4A and the
inlet coolant temperature was 14.54F compared to 13.0-F for the
design predictions. This would mean that, with a 5F coolant
inlet, the maximum cell face temperature would be 69.5PF compared
to the design goal of 680F. The difference can be traced to two
basic causes:
a) the gradient across the potting interface between the
cell antimodule sidewall was 2.LF Snotead. of the expected
1.2 0 F, resulting in a 0.g9eF higher cell temperature.
b) the measured axial graXent along the module is 65% of
the coolant gradient instead of the expected 40%. This
causes a 10F higher maximum cell temperature.
The value of 1.20F predicted for the temperature gradient
across the potting assumed a .001 inch layer of kapton tape and
a 0.050 inch thickness of enerpsiaaht. A calculation of the actual
potting thickness amound the cells (based on weight and surface





Temperature Gradient Predicted Run #3 Run #4A Run #7A Run #9
Average coolant-inlet coolant
(T2-T1) 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.0 6.1
Average' flange root-
average coolant (T3-T2) 2.5 2.8 2.7 3.4 2.6
Maximum sidewall at midsection-
average flange root
(T4-T3) 3.6 3.2 3.2 3.0 3.1
Maximum sidewall at outlet-
maximum sidewall at mid-
section (T5-T4) 1.6 2.6 2.5 2.5 1.4
Maximum outlet cell face-
maximum sidewall at outlet
(T6-T5) 1.2 2.3 2.1 2.0 2.1
TOTAL (T6-TI) 13.0 14.9 14.5 14.9 15.3
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Both weight and temperature gradients will be improved in
the future by
a) eliminating the kapton tape layer around the cell;
adequate electrical isolation between the cell and
nsenttOen: is supplied by both the anodizing on the walls
of the cell cavities and the dielectric strength of
the encapsulant;
b) respecifying canister dimensions to accept a cell with
overall dimensional tolerances of +0.010 inches rather
than +0.030 inches.
It is estimated that these two changes will result in an
encapsulant vwight savings of 0.8 pounds and a temperature reduction
of 0.6F. This, in turn, would result inea reduction of the maximum
cell case temperature for the design condition to 690F.
As previously stated, the module under test exhibited a 1F higher
axial gradient than anticipated; resulting in a maximum cell
temperature lF higher than desired. While this leF difference
is not a serious problem, the fact serves to introduce a general
discussion of the axial (cell to cell) temperature distribution
within the module.
Figure 7.2-27 presents a comparison of the cell temperature
distributions which would result for three different cold rol
concepts.
Figure 7.2-27(a) illustrates the baseline concept of a single
pass cold rail supplying coolant at a flow rate of 15ppounds
per hour per rail. This conditionswas tested in runs 3 and 4A.
As can be seen from the figure, the variation between corresponding
points on the cells is 5.60F. The superimposed oscillatory tempep-
ature variation is due to the fact that, on any st pgIpeakih the:
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eatter of the broad face is hotter than edges of the face. This
effect cannot be eliminated since these surfaces are concave
inward when evacuated, resulting in a substantially larger potting
thickness between the cell and the module canister at the center
of the face. (The heater cells used in the module were particu-
larly bad in the reppect since the case thickness was less than
usual due to the removal of three plates to accomodate the heaters.)
Additionally, the presence of the intercell aluminum spacers
(which form the cell cavities) in the module canister provide an
alternate conduction path for heat leaving the narrow sides of the
cell; contributing to the non-uniformity of the temperature
across the broad face.
Figure 7.2-27(b) illustrates the ax% temperature distribution
which results fromttwo pass cooling at the same 15 pounds per hour
per rail. This is one method of reducing the axial gradient along
the module without increasing the flow rete.
Figure 7.2-27(c) hows the h;ghly desirable axial temperature
distribution which would result fa using a heat pipe cold rail.
The cell to cell variation in temperature is virtually eliminated
with such a design. (This qame effect could be achieved by
supplying a very high flow rate to the baseline type cold
rail. However, the quantity of flow available for battery cooling
within the space station cooling system is limite4)) The subject
of integrating the Gruman battery modiUe design into the space
station is covered in Section 10.0. More information on the heat
pipe cold rail concept is presented in that section.
116.
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7.2.1.2,A aseuspion of elt 8facig Efg
Run 6, and all subsequent tests were l0 spacing
of fout (A) inches., instead of the na vAlthough
optimum tberly, two-inch spacing reqtdr aito y (
for good itaintainability. 1Fur-inch sPa. 
_ei.eat,B as it
merely' retiired remval of every other tit.. The rmvi increase in
thermal resistance auntina g flange to 4 0 ett to
2.9eF-in/iatt . mn" encoumagag, espec allysie l 41 e c1 runs
showed Maimu cell Oease t'uatures s1 e iits.
It was concluded that three (3)-inch sa' c agoulb.t# recomended
fbr the fi al.design. This coi promise een allo anticipated
degra4tien of thermal pertoanceie the a in ±under
vacuum aonditions.
Data used to calculate thermal resistance values we: taken from
Runs 4A and TA primarly. Othr tests showed confiubers within
limits of accuracy.
7.3 Live Cell Test Results
Test runs 10 through 17 comprise the live cell series, in which
the cells were discharged and charged under control of the prototype
Test Controller. During this series, minor timing errors occurred,
especially at end of charge (shortened by up to 8 minutes). Additionally,
certain problems were found, and later solved, with the charge rate
level control b2gic. (These phenomena will be thoroughly discussed
in the Test Controller report.) Usefulhess of the data was not
impaired by these facts. Test runs 12 (50% DOD, 5?F coolant),
15 (30% DO)D, 45F coolant), and 17 (12% DOD, 32F coolant) are the
significant tests, and only their data is reported. (See 7.1.5,
Test Run Log.)
7.3.1 Live Cell Test Data
7.3.1.1 Temperature
Figures 7.3-1 and 7.3-2 present temperature maps of the module at the
end of discharge and end of charge respectively of orbit #5 of run #12. The
thermal conditions under which the run was made correspond exactly to run #7A.
The only difference was that run #TA was a heater run simulating a 50% DOD
with a heat generation rate of 16. watts per cell while run #12 was a live
50% DOD run.
The highest module temperatures during orbital cycling were found to
occur, as expected, at the end of the discharge portion of the orbit. A
comparison of Figures 7.2-18 (run #7A) and 7.3-1 and 7.3-2 (run #12) shows that
the maximum cell temperatures reached during run #12 were less than those in
run #7A. The maximum cell face temperature in run #12 was 66.8 0 F, and the
maximum temperature rise in the coolant was 6.49F compared to a cell face
temperature of 70.00F and a coolant gradient of 8.20F in run 7A.
Mb lower temperatures exhibited in run #12 are due to the effects of
the inherent thermal lag of the module and the fact that the 16 watts per
cell orbital average heat generation rate assumed for the module design and
used turing the heater tests was a convervative figure.
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Figures 7.3-3 and 7.3-4 show the temperatures within the module at the
end of discharge and end of charge respectively of orbit #6 of run #17.
These data may be compared with the data from heater run #5.
Figures 7.3-5 and 7.3-6 are the temperature distribution within the
module at the end of discharge and end of charge, respectively of run #15.
This 30% DOD run (not simulated as a heater run) was performed to see the
sort of temperature distribution which might be expected under a "nominal"
electrical and thermal operating regime. As can be seen in the figures, the
cell case temperatures along the module are very nearly isothermal and the
total temperature rise from maximum cell case to fluid inlet is only 8.4 0 F
(Figure 7.3-5) compared with the 50% DOD allowable design value of 13.00F.
Figures 7.3-7 through 7.3-8 show typical inlet and outlet coolant
temperature versus time for each of the three runs. Figures 7.3-9 through
7.3-11 show average module temperatures versus time. Figures 7.3-12 through
7.3-14 show typical cell center face temperatures versus time. Table 7.3-1
summarizes the important data from these figures. Figure 7.3-15 demonstrates
the relationship between apparent depth of lischarge (see Appendix A , 4.0)
and module and maximum cell temperature rise.
7.3.1.2 Electrical
Module voltages are given in Figures 7.3-16 through 7.3-18. Note the
current programming error (orbit 4 charge, Figure 7.3-17) resulting in
excessive voltage momentarily. Note also the apparently missing current
step (50 amp, orbit 4 charge, Figure 7.3-18). The raw data showed the
presence of this step on one reading only (the module voltage rose to the
next programming point in less than one minute), resulting in no rise-of-
voltage readout from the step. It was typical of the 12% DOD runs
that most higher rate charging was at C/5 (20 amp).
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Table 7.3-1
SUKMARY OF TTIP. DATA, LIVE CELL RUNS
Average
Test Condition Coolant Temp. (OF) Module Temp. (OF) Max. Gell Center-Face Temp (OF
Range spread Rage Spread Range Spread (1) T
50% DOD, 550F In.: 55.0o55.3 0.3 57.5-63.5 6.0 58.9-65.0 6.1 9.9
Out.: 55.7-61.6 5.9
30% DOD, 45 0 F In.: 44.8-45.0 0.2 46.7-50.4 3.7 48.1-51.3 3.2 6.4
Out.: 47.5-49.6 2.0
12% DOD, 320F In.: 33.3-33.5 0.2 34.8-35.9 1.1 35.8-36.8 1.0 3.4
Out.: 35.1-35.9 : 0.8
NOTES:
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Cell pressures for each run may be found in Figures 7.3-19
through 7.3-21. The generally increasing trend indicates some
overbharge in each orbit, and that even by the last orbit, pressure
was not stable. The divergence between S/N 19, 20 on the one hand,
and S/N 30, 31 on the other, again suggests the difficulty with
operating two different types of cell in the same series string with
common voltage limit- Although little or no hydrogen appeared to
have been generated (recombination during discharge was quick, and
there was no indication of leakage), a lower level voltage limit could
have reduced or eliminated the rising trend while still permitting
full charge. Similarly, later tests with usable oxygen-sening auxil-
liary electrode signal charge termination, should show earlier pressure sta-
bilization, and good rcharge fractions.. (See Appendix, for cell description.)
End-of-charge and end-of-discharge voltage are plotted by
orbit number in Figure 7.3-22. Both show again the difference
between the two cell groups, especially in end-of-discharge. End-of-
discharge also shows a rising trend for each of the three runs,
indicating the cells were closer to actual full charge as the run
progressed. Except for the 50% DOD run, no similar decreasing
trend to show higher charge efficiency developed from the end-of-charge
voltage data.
Figure 7.3-23 is a breakdown of percent total return (appere-hours)
at each charge rate. As anticipated, the highest percentage at high
rates occurred during the 50% DOD run. The 30% and 12% DOD runs
show progressively higher percentages at lower rates.
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Watt-hour and ampere-hour return ratios are shown in Figure 7.3-25.
There is, apparently, a cyclic characteristic evident about an average;
i.e.: a below average fraction is followed by one above average, and so
forth. Furthermore, the trend of the averages (108% for 50% DOD, 115% for
30% DOD, and 113% for 12% DOD) may possibly indicate achievement of some-
what higher charge efficiency by the time of the 12% DOD cycles. This may
have been caused by the earlier runs' acting as "burn-in".
7.3.1.2.1 General Comments
As data from these live cell runs were reviewed, it became quickly
evident that performance was not indicative of that to be expected of full
capacity cells. This is traceable to two (2) primary causes:r
o The cells never had 100 amp-hour capacity due to removal of
electrodes to provide space for heater grids.
o There are two distinct types of cell; S/N 19 and 20 is one, and
S/N 30 and 31 is the other. (See Appendix .
From this, it is obvious that thermal data in the heater runs is rep-
resentative of a worst case test of thermal control. Ultimately, full
capacity cells can be expected to generate less heat, allowing both cells
anq module to run cooler. Such cells will also probably have higher end-





















































































7.4 Proof Pressure Tests
7.4.1 Objective
This test was conducted to assure the adequacy of stress safety margin
in the module structure. The module was designed to contain the cells safely
under internal pressure conditions of 100 psig. Calculations (see 6.2.3.1)
had indicated positive safety margins at 150 psig. The test was conducted
at 140 psig.
7.4.2 Test Procedure
After all other tests were complete, the battery was removed to the
structural laboratory. Here each cell was pressurized after instrumentation
0
at sea level and room ambient of approximately 72 F. The test was performed
as follows:
o Before and after attachment of strain gauges, the module was examined
carefully for visible cracks
o The module was instrumented with strain gauges in accordance with
Figure 7.4-1
o Pressure lines from stored nitrogen gas tanks were attached to each
cell
o The module was placed in a covered pit for personnel safety after
connecting the strain gauge outputs to recorders
o The cell pressures were raised to 140 psig at a linear rate over a period
of two (2) minutes
o 140 psig pressure was held for 45 seconds
o The cells were depressurized to 0 psig at a linear rate over a
period of two (2) minutes
o The module was removed from the pit, disconnected from the pressure
lines and instrumentation, and carefully examined again,
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The test was witnessed by Grumman Engineering representatives, Grumman Quality
Control,and NAVPRO Quality Control.
7.5 Proof Pressure Test Results
7.5.1 Visual
Six welded bulkhead tabs near the bottom of the mounting flanges showed
cracks in the weld. A typical crack is shown in Figure 7.5-1. The module
was accordingly submitted to the Metallurgy and Welding Department for analysis.
To determine the failure mode, one weld was sectioned and examined
metallographically and by electron fractography. The photograph, Figure 7.5-2,
shows the weld section. The weld crown is on the left, and the crack can
be seen running into the weld to a depth of approximately 0.055 inch,
at which point the fusion zone ended. The metallurgical examination also
showed a dark oxide coating at the weld-tab surface interface, indicating the
possibility that pre-weld cleaning may have been inadequate. The fracture was
shown to be entirely within the weld nugget, demonstrating that the module'g
own structural properties are adequate. In addition, there was no evidence
of shrinkage cracking.
An electron fractograph of the fracture surface, Figure 7.5-3, confirmed
that insufficient weld penetration had caused the nugget to be overloaded.
The penetration assumed for calculation was 0.085 inch (see Appendix ) and
yielded a positive, though inadequate, safety margin at 150 psig. Actual
penetration was found to be about 0.055 inch. The Metallurgy and Welding Department
recommended increasing penetration depth; and improving cleaning procedures
as a result of their analysis. The actual solution to this problem, though
somewhat different, takes these suggestions into account (see 10 ).
7.5.2 Stress
The battery module was instrumented with six tension axial strain gauges
located as shown in Figure 7.4-1. For identification purposes, the gauges
were numbered as follows:
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Electron Fractograph of Crack Surface Showing Overload Mechanism
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#i - Bbttom of module
#2 - Back side
#3 - Right side
#4 - Top cover
#5 - Front Side
#6- Left side
The gauge on the right side of the module was located below the
mounting flange, and that on the left side was located above the mounting flange.
Figure 7.5-4 shows the plotted values obtained from strain gauges #3
(right side) and #6 (left side), grouped together for comparison. Plotted
values of gauges #1, 2, 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 7.5-5. The strain values
were plotted for pressures 0-140 psig and 140-0 psig.
7.5.2.1 Discussion of Stress Data
Before discussing the stress data, the basic construction of the module
must be reviewed. As shown in Figure 7.4-1, the module outer case is a five
sided welded aluminum container with three partitions welded on the inside
to divide it into four equal compartments. The top plate is secured to the
case with thirty-two (32) #10-32 stainless steel screws. The largest strain
recorded was on the left side of the module (strain gage #6). This value
was approximately 525 micro inches per inch.
The istrain sustained by the back and front end of the module (strain
gauges #2 and #5) was of approximately equal magnitude, 450.microinches per
inch. Strain gauge #3, which measured the strain of the right side of the
module, recorded 225 microinches per inch. This is 42% of that recorded for
the left side. This difference can '.be attributed to the fact that the gauge
on the right side was located between the mounting flange and the welded
base of the case resulting in a more rigid section, while that on the left
side was located between the mounting flange and the bolted top plate of the
case. The strain on the top plate of the module, (gagge #4) also indicated a
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a low magnitude, 250 licroinches per inch.
Unlike the four sides described above, the strain recorded for the bottom
of the case, gauge #1, resitlted in a negative value. In addition, there was
a distinct jump from negative 425 to negative 150 microinches per inch. This
occurred between 115 and 130 psig internal pressure. The negative value
indicates that the stress induced in the gauge side of the bottom was in
compression rather than tension. This may be explained by the fact that the
base of the case is welded all around. The high internal pressures acting
against the two sides of the case thus caused a pivoting action at the welded
joint. The discontinuity of strain values (from negative 425 to negative 150
microinches) can be attributed to the fact that two of 'the WidIde~tabs on
each of the three bulkheads failed as a result of insufficient weld penetration.
(see 7.5.1 above). The flexing of the sides as a result of the weld failure
relieved the stress which was being applied to the base, causing it to jump.
As can be seen from the above results, the strain imparted to all sides of
the module under an internal pressure of 140 psig isiminimal, and well within
the design safety margins for actual internal pressures of 100 psig.
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8,P SY.sE INTEGRATION CONSIDERATIONS
8..1 Thermal
In a Ni-Cd battery system, it is desirable to have all the
cells in the system at the same temperature since cell performance
during both charge and discharge is temperature dependent.
During charge, all the cells in a string should be at the same
temperature so that they are all equally restored to the same state
of charge when the "first cell up" signals termination of charge
(charge efficiency being temperature dependent).
Similarly, all cells in a string should be at the same
temperature during discharge so that the same total energy (thermal
plus electrical) is removed from each cell. Since discharge efficiency
is temperature dependent, isethermicity would guarantee that the true
discharge depth would be the same for each cell.
In addition, battery strings which discharge in parallel should
be at the same temperature so that they load share equally. Since it
is well established that orbital life decreases with increasing
discharge depth, maximum system life (minimumn replacement) occurs when
all batteries in a system load share equally.
The rejection system available for battery thermal control
(as envisioned by both Phase B Space Station contractors) is an actively
circulating coolant (water) loop (Figure 8.1-1) which accumulates waste
heat within the station and rejects it to a space radiator (which
radiates the heat to space). As in any such system, the total coolant
flow rate is 6ptimized based on the total vehicle heat load, variation
of space radiator weight with heat rejection temperature and variation
of subsystem weights with coolant temperature. The point being illustrated
is that the available flow in a space vehicles' active cooling system
is limited, and is determined from overall vehicle trade-offs.
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Figure 8.1-1
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The problem of achieving equal cell temperatures in a limited
flow rate system is greatly complicated as the number of cells in the
system is increased. Information made available to Grumman by the
Phase B contractors indicates that a typical 25 KW system would be
comprised of 168 four-cell modules (672 cells). The total flow rate in
the active cooling loop is understood to be on the order of 2500 pounds
per hour. Several approaches to maintaining all the cells in the
battery system at equal temperatures are discussed below.
Any system configuring the battery modules in series on the coolant
loop inherently results in unequal cooling and unequal temperatures among
the modules. Temperature rise of the coolant due to flow past a module
reflects as higher inlet temperature to the next one in line, and so on.
The most obvious way to attempt providing equal cooling and isothermal
conditions among modules is to arrange all 168 units in parallel on
the loop (Figure 8.1-2) on single pass cold rails (Figure 8.1-3, I).
The drawbacks of this approach are obvious:
a) Even if the entire vehicle's flow rate were diverted to the
batteries, less than 15 pounds per hour would be available
to cool each module. Each module, however requires a minimum
of 30 pounds per hour of flow to keep the cell to cell
temperature gradient along the direction of flow within accept-
able (although not optimum) limits
b) Attempting to equally divide the flow among more than 168
separate paths is a formidable task to be avoided if possible.
A variation of this approach would be an all parallel arrangement
as before using imulti-pass cold rai3sU. That is, the coolant would
flow through the modules once, be brought back to the entrance, and flow
through a second passage in the cold rails (see Figure 8.1-3, II).
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Such a two-pass arrangement with a flow rate of 15 pounds per hour
per module would result in a cell to cell temperature variation approximating
that achieved with a 30 pound per hour flow rate. This configuration would
provide equal cooling to each module with an acceptable (not optimum)
cell to cell temperature gradient within the module. Its disadvantages
are:
a) A highly complex plumbing system due to the flow balancing
and lines routing required, and
b) ~great increase (doubling) of the pressure drop in the lines
over the single pass scheme.
A second variation to Ithe all parallel approach would be a
siggle pass, all parallel arrangement as before with an isothermalizer
heat pipe on each of the module's ;punting flanges to eliminate the
cell to cell axial temperature varlation whlch wv4d othr*ise
result. The drawbacks to this scheme are:
a) Complex flow balancing and flow eoutigg between modules is
still required
b) The heat pipes are used on the replaceable, rather than the
permanent, part of the system. is, over a. ten year
space station lifetime, the battery modules would have to be
replaced several times, discarding the heat .pe~ each time
(while the cold rails remain tn the system permanently).
Another possible variation would be an all parallel sastem with
an isothermalizer heat pipe built into the cold alil (see Vgre 8.1-2,
III). This configuration still has the disadvantage of z iring flow
balancing and routing to each module. However, its heat pipe does
eliminate the problem of cell to cell gradients within the module
due to the low flow rates while retaining the heat pipe .an integral,
permanent (rather than expendable) part of the oeeling system.
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The last scheme proposed is one which potentially eliminates the
complexities of flow distribution to each battery module. In this
approach, the modules would be mounted on heat pipe cold rails (see
Figure 8.1-3, IV), No actual vehicle coolant would flow through these
rails. Instead, the heat picked up from each module would be transported
by its heat pipe (with a negligible temperature gradient developed along
the module's length) to its condenser ends. The condenser ends from
large numbers of heat pipe cold rails would be routed to a single central
heat exchanger from which the summed heat would be dissipated to the
coolant loop. Typically, in a six battery power system arrangement, one-
sixth (1/6) of the available coolant flow could be routed to each of six
parallel, heat exchangers (located near each battery). All the heat pipes
from a particular battery's cold rails would be routed to the same heat
exchanger. The flow balancing within the system becomes simplified,
requiring only equal division of the available coolant among 6, instead
of 168, flow paths. Coolant routing, in general, would be much less
complex. In addition, the presence of the heat pipe in the cold rail
eliminates cell to cell temperature variations within the battery module
without compromising the basic simplicity desirable for the design of the
replaceable battery module itself. This system is the one recommended in 10.
8.2 Mechanical Considerations
Since both thermal and electrical considerations (discussed in
8.1 and 8.3,respectively) are the primary impacts on the form taken by
any suggested mechanical configuration, it is necessary to review them
before proceeding further. Effects due to maintainability, safety and
other elements may then be discussed.
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3.2.1 Thermal Impacts
Type of cooling system, size (in terms of number of modules),
and isothermicity are all major considerations to be handled. For
a Space Station, using a pumped liquid (water) Qpolant with cold
rails, these involve problems and tradeoffs in cold rail design (size,
weight, fabrication, structural integration); plumbing design (routing,
subsystem compatibility, complexity), and structural compatibility
with other subsystem components.
8.2.2 Electrical impacts
Size of battery, charge control implementation, and bus voltage
and distribution all affect mechanical design. Between the two prime
Phase B contractors, Grumman's information indicates there are only
two similar items. Both studies concluded that bus voltage should be
approximately 112 to 120V nominal, and both use 67-cell, 16 8-module
systems. Other parameters appear to be as indicated in *.3 below.
The use of 21vmodule (North American Rockwell-NAR) and 28-i*dule
(McDonnell Douglas-MDAC) batteries, however, suggest a-7-module rack con-
figuration as shown in 8.2-1, since both the above numbers are divisible by
seven (7). For the former, then, each battery would contain three
(3) racks; while the latter would consist of four (4).
The configuration must be designed with an intermedUle lectrical
connection system compatible with both the Ztercell connectors
(6.2.3.1) and maintainability (4.3 and 6.4). Basically, the
implications are:
o Quick disconnect with captive hardware
o Si49idient conductor cross-section
o Short length
Finally, it is desirable to incorporate charge control, requisite
monitoring and control/protection electronics in the mounting with the
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modules. (This, and associated problems, is discussed further in
8.3.) This technique minimizes wiring, reduces control problems,
and improves EMC in a large, complex vehicle such as Space Station.
8.2.3 Other Impacts
Maintainability effects include:
o Captive hardware use for mounting
o All hardware to accept standard tools
o Easy module accessibility
o Quick disconnects
Safety demands consideration for venting of gases and/or
electrolyte (KOH) vapors escaping from damaged cell seals to space,
or, at least, out of occupied areas.
8,2.4 Structural Considerations
Whereas internal cell pressure is the limiting constraint for





while supporting the requisite quantity of modules, and associated
electrical and thermal hardware. A 7-module configuration which
shows promise of meeting all the considerations and impacts noted
above is showniin Figure 8.2-1 without electronics. This arrangement
has the following advantages:
o Before connection to coolant plumbing, it is relatively
mobile, allowing location flexibility
o Compatible with other equipment mountings
o Low weight and volume penalties for structure
o Easy maintainability
o Easily expandable to handle more modules or other equipment
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8.3 Electrical Considerations
As noted in 8.2.2, the Phase B Study Contractors, NAR and MDAC,
have been contacted several times for their inputs and comments.
(Parenthetically, Messrs Nussberger and Murray have regularly received
copies of Grumman reports on this program.) Table 8.3-1 summarizes
the information derived to date from these exchanges. It can be
seen the two designs are quite.different. The only similarities
lie in the general voltage range and the total cell-module complement.
Although, as noted in 8.2, Grumman feels a configuration like the 7-
module rack (Figure 8.2-1) is preferable, no final recommendation
can be made until a system design is selected. There are, in fact,
certain characteristics of both NAR's and MDAC's systems mitigating
against use of such a rack. Some of these are briefly discussed below.
In NAR's system, the fact that only about 100 cells (25 modules)
at a time can be high rate charged complicates the switching and
control hardware extensively. There exists the question of which
group(s) to select for full charge during any light period, the
ancillary problem of which group(s) should receive the remainder of
the charging energy, and in what sequence or by what criteria such
selection is made. Finally, there is the question of whether the
selection and sequence should be astronaut controlled, computer
controlled or both.
In MDAC's system, the problem basically concerns the parallel-
charge, series-discharge scheme. It is difficult to see exactly how
this can be implemented. The impact on integration configuration
is impossible to predict without further very detdiled study. MDAC's
charge control scheme is close to the original Grumman proposal.
A sunmmary of a suggested alternate battery configuration is
shown in Table 8.3-2. The following key items are noted:
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Table 8.3-1
PHASE B STUDY INFORMATION SUWARY
Item MAR MDAC
Bus Voltage +112V nominal, 3-wire 120 V-nominal
Number of Busses (Main) 7 2
Number of Cells (total) 672 672
Number of Modules (total) 168 168
Number of Batteries/Bus (note 4) 2 3
Number of Cells/Battery 84 (note 1) 112 (note 2)
Charging Configuration (1)(chdug03 per group (4) groups in parallel
Discharge Configuration -- (note 3) 4 groups in series
Charge Rate Data 3 N 83 amp to w 100 cells 0 2 to C/5
1Depends on solar array cap.
Recharge to 100% SOC e Once/8-9 orbits N Once/day
Depth of Discharge/Orbit 6% (Crew Night) - 11% 15% Av., 35% Max.
(Crew Day)
Charge Control Not.Stated fV/T, each cell,
First cell up
Monitoring/Reconditioning Part of Charger Reversal only
Misc. Data
o Loads = 19.6 KW/24 Hr. Av. o Array norm. to sun-
15 KW/24 Hr. Min. two-gimbal system
14-hr. Crew Day 25.3 KW-Sun o Charge termination
19.9 KW-T, : on V/T limit
Eclipse
10-hr. Crew Rest 16.5 KW-Sur o Charger tests batt. for
ll.X KW-Eclipse V/T limit every
o +112 V array construction 30 sec. after termin-
o ^6 2500 ft.2 (16-17 KW) ation while in sun.
avail. for charging
o 2,-yr. life o Solar Array Capability
o Excess array capability " 2X peak load
switched to other cells o Cell sampling rate:
after endoof ghdaagete 1-5 minutes




1. Consists of (3) 20-cell groups and (1) 24 -cell group
2. Consists of (4) 28-cell groups
3.. Batteries are permanently tied to bus
4. 100% redundancy noted by both groups.
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Table 8.3-2
SUGGESTED AIENATE BATTERY SYSTBEM
Item Description Remarks
Bus Voltage 120 V - 145 V 112 V min. equip.
Number of Busses (Main) 2
Number of Cells (Total) 576 11/3 redundancy
Number of Modules (Total) 144 1
Number of Batteries/Bus 3 TEach battery consists
Number of Groups/Battery 4 fof (4) 6-module groups
Charging Configuration 1 Charger/Group
Discharge Configuration Same as Charge
Charge Rates 83.3A (C/1.2) max. Step-Programmed
50A (C/2) iConst. Curr.
20A (C/5) 0/20 considered §%"
5A (C/20) Loff
Recharge to 100% SOC (1) Every orbit (2) 115% min. return
Depth of Discharge (1) 22.5% 33.5% for 2 batt/bus
Charge Control V/T each group T steps to next lower curz
Aux. Electrode Each Cell ist aux. elect. up
i steps to cut off
Monitoring/Reconditioning Part of Charger As Required
Charge Power Requirements(l) 25 KW (12.5 KW/bus) Non-4i90 shunt switching
regulator
NOTES:
1. Based on 25 KW Space Station Load, measured at user equipment
2. One battery charged at a time at max. rate. As current steps, excess
capability is released to next battery. Computer used to monitor and control
excess array switching, and to program chargers to accomodate.
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o Full recharge occurs each orbit without undue solar array
sizing penalty (Array same size as MDAC's,.,,and only~ 20%
larger than NAR's)
o Smaller cell-module complement for lighter weight
- Maximum depth of discharge (DOD) less than average design
figure for this program
- Maximum DOD for loss of two batteries less than design
limit.
This system uses the preferred mechanical configuration, but in a 6-
module rack. Each rack would contain its own charge control electronics
and such other circuitry (monitoring, reconditioning) as may hereafter
be found necessary. A central computer routs the available solar
energy to each battery and battery group as previous batteries/
groups free its. A more detailed explanation of this is shown in 9,
where this system is recommended.
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that a 4-cell, 100 Ampere-Hour, Nickel-Cadmium battery module
can be built, and integrated with Space Station Electric Power Systems and Environmental
Control Systems (for cooling). It is further concluded that such a module may be
mounted with charge electronics built and configured consistent with the recommendations
of NASA/MSC Contract NAS 9-10411, "Evaluation of New Approaches to Packaging of
Power Assemblies for Use in a Space Environment".
9.1 Specific Findings
Of the basic ground-rules, only one -- weight--is still in question. The
present module design, in its final form, with cells installed will weigh 43 pounds,
3 pounds above the design goal.
The assumption of 16 watts/cell worst case orbital average heat generation
rate appears high. From the data, actual "live cell" temperature rises were only
about 2/3 of the worst case predictions. Final cell data will be obtained from
Parametric and Life Cycle Tests.
It was decided that incorporation of reconditioning hardware onto the module would
impose too severe a thermal problem, and might imuair module reliability if the
permanently connected circuitry were to fail. A better choice seemed to be to utilize
ceatralized reconditioning, either on-board, or in ground support facilities. Recon-
ditioning them becomes a maintenance procedure, and requirements would be determined
from the results of Life Cycle Tests.
Since the completion of the initial work on this module, it has been found that
auxiliary, oxygen-sensing electrode control is probably not feasible for cells
of this size, since no adequate electrode design exists. Alternative methods are
being explored, and will be reported in the cell development and charge control reports.
It will be a constraint on these alternatives that there be no major effect on
module structure or cell heat generation.
The padkage selected was the "Flat-Pack", long, thin design (see Figure 6.1-19,
et al). This design meets the thermal, mechanical, electrical and integration require-




1.0 BACKGROUND - Originally the heater cells were to be devices similar in thermal
resistance and mass, and physical size to actual 100 A,1.' cells, but which were
nt electrochemically active. It was finally decided to use the present design
herein described since the live cell with embedded heater could more accurately
reflect the thermal properties of real cells.
2.0 DIEIGN DESCRIPTION - Four (4) cells (S/N 18 through 21), and, later, two (2)
additional cells (S/N 30 and 31), were built in accordance with the design layout
shown in Figure Al. This sketch shows how 8 -mil Ineonel 601 expanded (mesh) material
was interwoven among the active plates to form the heater. Also shown is the manner
in which the heater material is connected to two 25-Ampere terminal seal assemblies.
Except for the necessary reduction in plate quantity to allow for the heaterythe
cell design was the same as the baseline design, Development Group I.
Each heater was carefully adjusted so that maximum voltage drop at maximum
required power (25.0 watt/cell) would be less than 1.00 volt to avoid electro-
chemical activity when only the heater was used. This requirement resulted in
a nominal design heater resistance of 0.04 .j (25 amp 2 x 0.04 A = 25 watt;
25 amp x 0.04L = 1.00 Volt). Actual values for the cells used in the battery
module are given below:





(Values were measured using a Kelvin double bridge, and verified by VQI measurements
during heater tests.)
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3.0 HISTORY - Although six (6) cells were constructed, only four were used in
the engineering model of. the 100 A.H. Battery Module. S/N 21 showed very poor
performance during the seller's tests, and was accordingly not shipped. S/N 18
was damaged beyond repair in shipment due to improper packaging. (The fill
tube seal was broken, allowing contamination.) This latter unit was returned to
the seller.
S/N 30 and 31 were built to replace S/N 18 and 21. Table I shows this resulted
in sizable differences in:
o Active Material Weight
o Negative to Positive Ratio
6 Electrolyte Ratio
The module was thus fabricated with two distinctly different cell designs. For
thermal testing, this fact is not especially important. However, electrical
data validity is considerably impaired, especially in the module (see 7.3 ).
Neither the later Design Verification Test model, nor any subsequent modules will
be built with this kind of initial difference among cells.
4.0 ELECTRICAL DATA (OTHER THAN CYCLING TESTS) 
- Table II contains a summary of
all electrical data taken at the seller's facility, and non-cyclic data taken
at Grumman. (Cyclic data is reported in 7.3.) It should be noted that initial
capacity is only 75 to 85 Ampere-Hours. Thus, "50%" depth-of-discharge (DOD),
based on 100 Ampere-Hours, is actually 59 to 67%. Similar statement are true
for "30%" and "12%" DOD's.
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TABLET
TABUIATION OF HEATER CELL DESIGN DATA
Desciiption Unit Cell S/N
19 20 30 31
Date of first discharge at seller 2/26/71 2/26/71 5/14/71 5/14/71
Positive group weight Gram 962 962 999 999
Negative group weight Gram 1204 1204 1140 1140
Positive active material Gram 419 4193.9 456 456
Negative active material Gram 603 603 496 496.
Ratio of neg. to pos. active material -- 1.44 1.44 1.09 1.09
Core weight GiMX 2369 2366 2306 2305
Electrolyte Gram 474 474 418 418
Electrolyte CC 362 362 319 319
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APPENDIX
The design details for the four (4) heater cells used in
the prototype battery module thermal bench tests are described
below.
These cells are each "live" 100 A.H. size Ni-Cd cells which
include a 25 watt, 1 volt dc inconel heater assembly. Four of
these cells were fabricated by Eagle-Picher for Grumman. The
cells are basically EP RSN llOB cells which have been modified
to permit their operation with a dc heater. These modifications
include:
a) the addition of an expanded Inconel heater assembly
(refer to Figure and the discussion below),
b) the addition of two 25 ampere rated terminals to the
normal 100 A.H. header assembly to accomodate the heater
leads,
c) the addition of a stainless steel pressure tap and gauge
to the normal header assembly,
d) the removal of one (1) positive plate and two (2)
negative plates to dimensionally permit the inelusion of
the heater assembly, and,
e) the net addition of three (3) layers of 10 mil separator
material.
Inconel 601 was selected as the heater material for its
inertness to KOH, low variation of resistance with temperature,
and ready availability. Expanded 8 mil thick Inconel 601 sheet
(fabricated by the Exmet Corporation, Bridgeport, Connecticut)
was purchased by Eagle Picher per Grumman's direction.
The sheet stock was expanded to a pattern which would provide
the necessary unit resistance required by the heater design. This
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unit resistance was chosen such that the resistance of a 6 inch
wide by 12 3/8 inch long strip would be 0.120 ohms in the long
direction. Each of these strips are folded so as to form two
6 inch x 6 inch heater plates (See Figure Al ). Three of these
U-shaped heater elements are then electrically paralleled to
form the final heater assembly with a total impedance of 0.040
ohms (consistent with 25 watts at 1 volt). This low voltage
capability was required to preclude the possiblity of electrolyzing
the electrolyte.
The heater elements are spaced within the cell as shown
in Figure Al so that the generated heat will be distributed
uniformly within the plate stack.
Table II lists the serial numbers of each of the completed
heater cells, its measured dc impedance (on a four lead Kelvin
bridge), and the electrical capacities obtained in bench tests





Serial # Impedance, ohms Capacity (C/2)
19 .03880 87.5
.20 .03880 87.5
30 .03805 80.0
31 .04155 80.0
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